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INTRODUCTION 

This document consists of the interview between Mark Hempel and James Mahu on April 5, 2008 in 
Minneapolis, Minnesota. It was conducted in the home of Mark Hempel. The interview was done in 
three parts: part 1 was about 47 minutes, part 2 was about 54 minutes, and part 3 was about 57 
minutes. This is the complete, unedited transcript from those three parts, constituting the full interview 
of April 2008. These can also be downloaded as audio files from the WingMakers.com website in the 
Creator section. 

Transcription by John Berges and Mark Hempel. 
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Interview Session with James Mahu  

April 5, 2008—Part 1 

 

Mark: This is interview session number 1 with James, recorded April 5 2008, copyright 2008 
WingMakers, all rights reserved.  

00:32 Mark: All right, we’ll get started. First I would like to welcome James to my humble abode 
here in Minneapolis. 

James: Thank you for having me, especially on short notice, Mark. 

Mark: It’s a great honor to have you and to be hosting you here in my own home. Before we 
start, James suggested I give some background on the nature of this interview.  

So, first off… my name is Mark Hempel, I have been doing the web management for 
WingMakers, Lyricus and Event Temples since 1998, so about 10 years I’ve been involved in it, 
and the email that comes in from these sites comes to me. So, one of the types of requests that 
I see, maybe two or three times a month is from publications and radio shows wanting to do an 
interview with James. As most of you know, James has chosen to be anonymous as the creator 
of these websites so he is not exactly available for those interviews and typically in his style he 
politely declines. 

I guess it was about two years ago that I approached James with the idea that I would interview 
him using the most common questions that I see in the email I get... sort of an FAQ [Frequently 
Asked Questions] and just kind of get his unique angle and also let people kind of hear his 
personality a little bit. And for whatever reason that never happened, but then out of the blue, 
about a week ago, Sarah called, who works with James and mentioned that James had a layover 
in Minneapolis en route to Los Angles for a meeting, and he would have about 4 hours and he 
suggested that we do an interview. So... here we are. I have James in my cozy work studio 
where I do my regular job. It’s the 5th of April 2008, and actually by Minnesota standards it’s a 
pretty nice day. I can actually crack the window open a bit, so thanks for bring the warmer 
weather with you. 

James: I will take no credit for that, but the feeling in this space is quite good I agree. I would 
like to suggest that the listener imagine that they’re sitting at the same table with us. As this 
will help them feel the information better with their heart. We are planning to let the interview 
to proceed, yes?...without stops and starts, so it will be on one continuous informal chat and 
one that I hope will touch your inner-most self. 
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Mark: Oh, good, I am glad you added that. Do you want to add anything else before we start? 

James: No, I think that’s a good introduction. We can begin. 

03:14 Mark: Okay, good; one of the most common questions I get relates to the whole reality I 
created around the WingMakers and the Lyricus Teaching Order. I think people understand that 
it’s a mythology to some extent, but the essence of the question that I get is to what degree is 
the information real... so could you please comment on that James? 

James: Yes, yes. While I understand the interest in knowing what is real and what is not real... 
it’s fundamental to our natures, but in the case of an encoded mythology it is not essential to 
distinguish between the real and unreal, so much as it is to feel its effects on your behavior and 
your point of view. When you read the materials, do new avenues of perception open up? Do 
you begin to see a new geometry into the subtle fields that surround you at all times? Do you 
feel more connected to your higher purpose? These are the more vital issues that require 
contemplation and review. I'll elaborate just a bit. 

The WingMakers mythology is an encoded work, which is to say, that there are frequencies of 
light and sound that are woven into the music, chamber paintings, philosophy, story, and 
poetry. These frequencies are subtle in that they are... they are felt more by the heart than they 
are reasoned by the mind. 

Those who review the materials with only their mind, especially a mind that is settled in the 
historical view of God and Spirit, they will find a very different experience than one who brings 
both their heart and mind and releases historical views. 

Mythologies and stories are actually the preferred communication of  Lyricus because they can 
appear more innocent without the usual embroidery of fact-checking, mental analysis, 
comparison, and so forth which are all attributes of the intellect  and the ego. To the extent 
possible, we try to diminish the possibility that the ego and intellect dominate the 
interpretation of the materials.   

You see, the historical mind is weighed down by the words and opinions of thousands of writers 
from the beginning of human history. The real import of the WingMakers materials is to, in 
effect, dislodge the person from the historical mind and move them into a sense of connection 
to their higher Self and the Spirit that supports it. In doing this, the person can more easily 
access the tone of equality or the intuitive faculty inside their heart which opens the channel to 
the Living Truth. 
 
06:21 Mark: I am glad you mentioned the Living Truth. In one of your latest writings, which by 
the way is a story called “The Living Truth,” you refer to this concept. Even back in 1998 when 
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the WingMakers site was released, you were thinking that this was the main or the core 
teaching? 
 
James: The main teaching of Lyricus is to connect people more firmly with their higher Selves 
and the Spirit that unites each human consciousness to the cosmic or universal Being. You see, 
WingMakers is part of the facilitation of the Grand Portal. And the only way that humanity will 
open up to the higher dimensions is when individually, person by person, the entire species 
begins to see that Truth is alive and well within themselves, while relatively speaking, it is 
lifeless and irrelevant outside themselves. Again, in the historical context and writings, the 
Living Truth is always relevant, because you access it via the universal field that derives from 
First Source or the Creator.       
 
This universal field is also known as Spirit and Spirit-filled information can only pass from Spirit 
to the higher Self or the material self. And when it arrives within the material self or human 
instrument, when it successfully catches this information, it creates new perspective which, in 
turn, creates new behaviors. Now, these new behaviors may not be noticeable in a short period 
of time, but they are nonetheless reshaping the life path of the individual. They create the 
ability of the individual to recycle their defined energies amongst the human condition, and this 
is done principally through the six heart virtues of appreciation, compassion, forgiveness, 
humility, understanding, and valor.  
 
So the expression of the six heart virtues is the outgrowth of this deeper connection between 
the human self and the Divine or higher Self, quite independent of life conditions, what 
astrological sign you have been born into, whether you are male or female, whether you are 
well educated or not, or your social standing. In short, the six heart virtues create the 
vibrational climate in your local environment that brings forward your higher Self as an agent of 
Spirit. I will speak more about the Living Truth, but for now I think this provides a good 
understanding or introduction at least. 
 
09:21 Mark: Okay. Let me switch to another question that I get frequently from readers, which 
is the WingMakers materials, at least within the interviews and the Ancient Arrow book; I have 
references to, I guess I’ll call it, dark forces at least, and for some they stir up feelings of fear 
and frustration. These are forces we read and hear about all over the place. I guess I am talking 
about the Illuminati and the secret government operations and UFO cover-ups and, you know, 
that kind of stuff more of the conspiratorial line of the continuum. How do these elements fit 
into the notion of the higher Self becoming a more vibrant part of our life, because I think to 
some it feels more like a distraction? 
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James: It’s a good question. Let me try to explain it this way. You will notice that the first floor 
of the structure that Lyricus built consists of the WingMakers materials. When you design a 
building, the main floor is where people enter the building even if that building has one 
hundred or more stories. Everyone enters through the ground floors. Now, if that skyscraper is 
sitting in a busy intersection, it has entrances from all four sides of the building. Some on the 
main level, some underground, perhaps. In the same way the WingMakers materials have many 
different access points because some people will resonate to the materials in the Neruda 
interviews, that speak of government conspiracy and extraterrestrial influences, others will find 
the philosophy particularly meaningful, perhaps others will find the art or music to draw from. 
However they enter the structure, from which entrance—it doesn’t really matter—so long as 
they enter the building and proceed to higher levels of the structure.  
 
Now the matter of feeling fear or frustration is a common side-effect once people better 
understand the dark forces and learn how they try to manipulate the systems of culture and 
government in their favor. But this is also part of the activation, because the individual must 
again choose to be led by these forces or disengage from them and discern their subtle 
influence. We don’t turn a blind eye to these forces, nor do we fear them. Instead we see them 
as part of our family that have lost their connection to the higher frequencies of love and we 
send our compassion to them.  
 
I would suggest to readers of WingMakers: Do not stop your exploration of these materials in 
the Neruda interviews or the Ancient Arrow book, but continue your investigation into the 
Lyricus and Event Temples materials, as these will acquaint you with the higher levels of the 
Lyricus structure. 
 
12:30 Mark: And what are these higher levels, James? 
 
James: Well, the highest level is the Grand Portal itself, and perhaps later I will add some 
textures and details to the meaning of the Grand Portal. For now I will just say that it is the 
ultimate goal of the structure. After WingMakers came the disclosure of the Lyricus Teaching 
Order, or LTO. This was the next level of the structure that was built out so as to make clear 
that the mind behind the WingMakers was not affiliated with the subject of its writings, namely 
the ACIO or Incunabula—the alpha organization of the Illuminati. So, the LTO was disclosed in 
its role, seeding the human understanding of its purposeful journey to the Grand Portal. This 
was done to clarify the purpose of the WingMakers materials. The next level after Lyricus was 
more recently launched, and it is the Event Temples. 
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Event Temples is the activity-based level of transitioning from the instructions of philosophy or 
mythology, and placing the focus on living a love-centered life through the expression of the six 
heart virtues. 
 
These three levels—WingMakers, Lyricus, and Event Temples—are aligned and coherent 
expressions of the one goal of our human family uniting in the behaviors of love and collectively 
knocking on the door of the fifth dimension, and meshing these energetics of the fifth 
dimension with the human domain. That is the Grand Portal. 
 
14:11 Mark: Okay. Are there going to be other levels between the Event Temples and the 
Grand Portal? 
 
James: Yes, certainly, but I prefer not to disclose these at this time. But let me say this: Before 
there can be a collective awakening, there must be an established and sufficient core of people 
who are functioning on the higher frequencies of awareness. Globally, this might be between 
ten and twelve million people. This core is not centralized, nor is it the province of one religion 
or belief system. It is spread across many, many belief systems, and these individuals who are 
functioning on these higher frequencies will be uniting on an internal basis, not external, not 
through the trappings of human organizations or religious structure. They will join together 
through the universal field of consciousness, and blend their hearts as one. And in this 
unification, the fear-based radiations of those who linger in the lower frequencies, they will be 
subdued, calmed, and a new sense of trust and hope will emerge. 
 
And as messy as the human condition may become, these ten million islands will rise as a new 
continent of consciousness, one whose human circuitry is prepared to live a love-centered life 
quite independent of the external view and events. The structure of Lyricus is one of the 
buildings that will house these people, and help them connect and shine. 
 
Mark: Are you talking about 2012? 
 
James: I suppose in a roundabout way I am. 
 
15:51 Mark: Yeah. I have to say that the subject of 2012 is a frequent question that I get, as 
well; lots of different perspectives ranging from like end times, the second coming, to a new 
golden age. It seems like it's all over the map and it's an odd thing because you would expect it 
to have a more convergence feel to it. And yet there seems to be about as divergent view on 
2012 and what to expect as any event I’ve ever heard about. 
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So, can you speak to that issue, I mean, what exactly will happen in 2012 and how will it be 
different than our current situation? 
 
James: Well, first let me say that the 2012 date is more of a culmination than it is an event unto 
itself. The process has been underway since the earliest coalescence of atoms into molecules, 
into stars, into angelic hosts, and into human creation. It's a process that is... it's a vibrational 
pattern sent forth by First Source, and therefore it replicates itself in ever-increasing efficiency 
and coherence. 
 
Earth is an unusual planet among the mysterious number of planets that dot the universe and it 
is quite alive in its own right. It is nearing an alignment with this luminous field of First Source 
that enables a planet to shift its dimensional frequency. All of us, planets and creatures alike, 
are ascending dimensionally through timespace. This ascension is not arbitrary or capricious in 
any way. Rather, it is the plan of First Source in action. 
 
Many people I know are expecting 2012 to be a major event, as this alignment between earth 
and its galactic center is arrived at. In a real sense, the global community of ten, perhaps twelve 
million people who are operating in the higher frequencies will notice the greatest change, and 
this change will be expressed in heightened perception, an intuitive knowing, more of a fine-
grain intuitive knowing, and a deepening emotional connection to their fellowmen. 
 

18:19 Their ability to live a love-centered life by expressing the six heart virtues will be 
enhanced many fold. This core group having already developed the habits of fluid 
understanding, relaxed perceptions, and an unbreakable trust in the benevolence of the 
universe in its super intelligence will have new creative powers because they will operate as 
one and not as individuals. At first this operation will be murky to all but a few, perhaps one out 
of three thousand will feel it and see it, and I am speaking of the three thousand being from the 
group of the ten to twelve million who are operating on those higher frequencies. 
 
So, these small fractional percentages will see it and feel it in the coming years and more will 
activate and become aware of this collective intelligence as well, as it becomes a very powerful 
co-creative entity of its own accord.  
 
Now, those who live in fear-based realities will for the most part have their fears amplified as 
these incoming frequencies and radiations create a pace of change that makes for hardships in 
their life. 
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19:38 Emotionally, they may even become more disconnected and withdrawn. So, you see 
2012, it really represents different experiences for different states of consciousness. It will not 
be a singular event like a solar eclipse that can be seen in most parts of the world, but quite 
frankly, no one really knows what it will be like with any precision, as it has no exact likeness 
and its final chapter has not yet been written. 
 
So in this, the final chapter, we are all playing improvisational roles, there is no script, and there 
is really no director, in the formal sense of the word. Instead, we are allowed by First Source to 
choose our destiny. Live a love-centered life, and follow earth’s ascendancy or live a fear-based 
life and remain in the third dimensional frequency grid with its inherent limitations intact. 
 
In the final assessment, 2012 is a choice. Only those who are willing to undergo a fundamental 
revisioning, a new perspective, let’s say of the nature of reality, and open and avail themselves 
to the power of collective intelligence and how this intelligence restructures the face of 
humanity, only they will really see 2012 as it is. All others will see illusions and in a sense be 
forced to live in the shadows of the real experience. 
 
21:16 Mark:  I know this is one of those really broad questions, James, but I saw an article the 
other day that said the number-one or maybe number-two thing that was being searched on in 
China, and I am speaking of the Google of China, if you will, was the phrase,  “Why are we 
here?” So, in other words, “Why are any of us incarnated at this time and what is our purpose? 
Again I know it is a really broad question, but I actually get a lot of email around that subject 
from people and when I saw this search result from the China Google it just sort of like...okay, it 
made my list as you can see here. So I just wanted to get your perspective on that. 
 
James: Well, people who live in these times, they want to feel a personal involvement in the 
collective human destiny. Unfortunately, the vast majority, other than voting for their 
politicians, don’t really have a sense of this. They are passive observers looking into the arena 
of action, but not really participating, or so they believe. 
 
Everyone who is incarnate at this time has a higher Self, and this higher Self is aware of the 
specialness of this time, but the ego-personality within the human instrument is not easily 
accessible to the higher Self, and unless it has been properly conditioned and prepared, the 
ego-personality will become like an agoraphobic who is afraid of wild expansive places and 
simply wants to remain enclosed in its own reality.  
 
If you are here on Earth wearing the human instrument, you are here out of choice and 
purpose. The choice was made to experience this time, this alignment with the galactic center, 
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and the intensification of the creation beam of First Source. The purpose was to ease the 
experience of shifting from the old systems and reality models to the new, both for societies 
and individuals, as well as our planet and the creatures therein. That’s why we are here. 
 
Now, you could say there is more to it than that and I wouldn’t disagree with you, but the other 
reasons do not carry the same potency of truth.  The truth is that we have responsibility to our 
fellowmen, creatures, cultures, and earth to ascend in unity and ease. This is why we are here.  
 
24:10 Mark: I know you have answered this question before, but it is such a common question 
that I can’t resist asking it again, so you can respond in your own words.  
 
James: Mark?  
 
Mark: Yes. 
 
James:  You can ask the question.   
 
Mark: Yeah, okay. Well, once I start talking it’s hard to stop. 
 
James:  I understand. It’s a discipline we can all probably practice a bit more. 
 
24.37 Mark: Okay, so here is the question, actually two questions. Why did you decide to 
release all of these materials anonymously and why are you becoming more and more 
accessible now, I mean agreeing to do this interview now, for example?  
 
James:  That was actually pretty good, Mark, very concise. 
 
Mark:  I tried. 
 
James: Now to your first question. I would say that the main reason representatives of the LTO 
do not choose to be visible is that they prefer, as part of their mission, to shine the focus onto 
the material itself, not their personalities. 
 
No one within the LTO is interested in establishing themselves as a spiritual authority or a way 
shower. We are actually quite reticent in this regard because we well understand that at this 
stage of humanity’s awakening it’s truly about cooperative intelligence, not the singular 
personality. There is no messiah who will be leading this event this time. It is too profound a 
shift for any one individual or organization to orchestrate or even hope to orchestrate. Nor is it 
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desirable at this stage in the evolution of humanity for it to depend on a human, or angelic, or 
even godly personality. It creates separation, similar in the way that money creates the haves 
and the have nots. As I said before, there is a co-creative entity that will be birthed in the 
coming years and this entity is the collective of millions of humans who have learned to access 
and transmit the higher frequency emanations of First Source within the human domain. 
 
These frequencies will interpenetrate everything in this realm, marinating even the physical 
structures in its higher vibratory field and as a result stimulating all life to a new vibratory rate. 
The LTO is here to share encoded materials to help facilitate this activation of this collective 
consciousness. It is not necessary for me to go on the lecture circuit and promote books and so 
forth in order to accomplish this mission. This mission can be done anonymously and, indeed, is 
easier to do so because it reminds people that the effort is their own, the connection to God is 
their own, the will to summon their higher Self is their own, and the knowledge they truly need 
is minimal because they only require activation and the will to sustain and involve this 
activation. This is not the time for information greed, rather it’s a time of heart-centered 
behaviors. 
 
27:33 Mark: Okay. That’s good stuff, by the way. I’m enjoying this a lot. James, you speak a lot 
about activation and how each of us can access the higher frequencies. Can you speak to the 
process of activation and how it comes about? 
 
James: Yes, certainly. It is a very important topic and one that is particularly close to my heart. 
You see, you can be born into body, educated at the finest universities, live the perfect life from 
the biological perspective, but if the access to the universal currents, or Living Truth is shut 
down and these currents are not flowing through and into your human consciousness, then you 
are not really incarnate, at least... at least not as you were intended by First Source, your 
Creator. Your incarnation is not complete, in other words. So this is a very important subject, as 
we have billions of people who are incarnated upon this planet, but are operating at a 
diminished spiritual capacity. 

With our eyes and ears we perceive but a small portion of our universe. The light and sound 
frequencies that our biological circuitry perceives and processes is fractional. And when you 
add space to that equation it is infinitesimally small. It was understood that the human 
instrument would have its limitations, but like all things that are designed by our Creator, there 
are compensatory factors, which in this case is the human emotional system. 

Our emotions are what connect us to the broader universe and the energetics that radiate from 
First Source. When one lives a love-centered life, practicing the six heart virtues to the best of 
their abilities in the smallest nooks and crannies of their life, they unfold around themselves an 
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antenna. This antenna is etheric. In other words, it exists in a state of energy that our eyes and 
ears do not detect. And it’s designed like a finely tuned instrument that both receives and 
transmits the radiations of the higher frequencies from First Source. So this antenna surrounds 
our human instrument, occupying the same space as our body, and yet because it’s composed 
of light frequencies of a high nature, it’s not bound to the reality and limitations of the third 
dimension like our physical body, for instance. 

30:18. When our hearts are relaxed, loving and understanding, appreciative, trusting, the 
etheric antenna becomes... becomes receptive like a flower opening its petals to the sun. If our 
heart is anxious, troubled, angry, or tumultuous, the same antenna, similar to the way a 
sensitive plant closes its petals at sunset, passes into disorder and its fine-grain connection to 
the higher frequency radiations of First Source are cut off or diminished.  

This etheric antenna, from a biological standpoint, is anchored in the seven glands of the 
endocrine system which act as receptors to translate the higher frequencies of the Spirit 
domain to the body and mind, so that the mind can process the encoded information and the 
body can act upon it. 

31:16 Mark: Is this the same thing as the seven chakra system? 

James: Yes. Now, when people express anger or hatred, especially over time, their antenna can 
be damaged, or, more precisely, its sensitivity is diminished, causing a vicious cycle because at 
some level they realize that they are not receiving the ultra-fine perceptions which are their 
birthright. 

It is precisely these ultra-fine perceptions that activate the individual. It’s important to note 
that this antenna is never damaged from external emotions, in other words, negative emotions 
directed at you or others from an external source. Instead, it’s diminished only by your own 
emotions of hatred, anger, frustration, and resentment. So, you see, your Spirit's presence in 
your life is directly proportional to this etheric antenna's well-being. 

It’s a very delicate, wondrous, even miraculous facet of a human instrument and its bond with 
Spirit. And, as this antenna is unfurled, awakened, activated, strengthened, utilized and 
secured, it… it broadcasts the incoming frequencies of light and sound, or the higher frequency 
radiations of First Source to the energetic field around you, bringing you a more complete 
awareness of the multi-dimensional world in which you live.  

Now, this luminous field that surrounds you is not an island anymore. As I said before, the 
islands are rising up as a continent of consciousness, and this continent is the collective entity I 
spoke of earlier. 
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33:09 Mark: So, what is the activation then? 

James: The higher Self working in conjunction with Spirit is always the activator. It instructs the 
human instrument on the fundamental truths of the six heart virtues even before the individual 
can read or speak. These are innate understandings. They derive from the shared pool of 
wisdom that is the Living Truth, and this pool of wisdom is the very same that angels and 
enlightened beings draw from. This is the access that every student of Spirit seeks. 

Once it is found it becomes your own. Once it is found, you realize that the circuitry of the 
heavens, of the material galaxies, star systems—and right down to the planet in your own 
human instrument—they are all aligned in a coherent design that makes the access to the 
shared pool of wisdom possible. The only thing that you need to do is to activate the etheric 
antenna transmitter, which is another way of saying—listen to your heart. And then sustain and 
expand this activation by living a love-centered life. 

34:35 Mark: It almost sounds... almost sounds too simple. 

James: Yes. It is simple. There is no complexity here because it is natural. It is with the grain, 
where the friction of effort is removed from the task, and because of the incoming energetics of 
our time, the task is even simpler. 

I understand that there are many complex techniques related to posture, and breathing, and 
mantras, and visualizations, and so forth. I don't discount these techniques or approaches—
activation is a highly personal process—and if your higher Self leads you to undertake these 
approaches then do so by all means. But also remember that the complexity can mislead. It can 
create a separation from your spiritual understanding that lives ever-present in your heart. 

What matters is not how much we know about the spiritual techniques of the so-called masters 
or even how well we exercise this knowledge. What matters is our ability to love and to express 
this love into the finest grain realities in our life. 

35:50 Mark: And James, when you say the “finest grain realities,” could you elaborate a little bit 
on that so we know what you mean? 

James: First let me get a little glass of water, one moment please… 

I think it has to do with the inner guidance. Because without this inner guidance you will have a 
hard time finding the finest grain realities, as they are very often unnoticed in the everyday 
experience of a typical person. And this is because of the old paradigm that follows us around 
like a tired shadow. It tells us to not talk to strangers, and to not look into the eye of a person, 
to obsess about the external outward appearances of things, to be quiet unless you are spoken 
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to. All of these things dull our connection to the inner Spirit that sustains and evolves our 
activation.  

So it's necessary to express the six heart virtues into the smallest corners of your life. I won't 
give specific examples. The way... I understand that could be useful, perhaps, but with each 
example I could reveal I may conceal another inadvertently and, again, the whole purpose of 
the post-activation journey is to become sovereign and self-responsible. All I will say is to look 
into the areas of your life that seem insignificant to your mind, but have a certain magnetism to 
your heart. 

We have a saying in Lyricus that: “The routines and blinders of the intellect are often the 
playground and windows of the soul.” 

You want your sense of identity to be rooted in the unified field of consciousness which is the 
shared property of all. If you can bring your identity to this perspective and sustain it in the face 
of life's resistance, then you will have left the old paradigm. And the eternal being that lives in 
your heart will provide the guidance you need. 

38:21: Mark: James, I'm going to shift to a more personal question, if I may, since we're... 

James: Of course. 

Mark: ...since we're running out of time. Is that okay?  

James: Okay. 

Mark: Good. I have been studying these teachings since, and I am not sure I even should call 
them teachings, but since I got involved in WingMakers and I have to say I have learned, I think 
a pretty good amount of information. But I still don't have what I call—or at least what you are 
referring to—as this clear connection to the higher frequencies. And I am not sure I would 
qualify really as a spiritual person since I still get pretty angry when someone cuts me off in 
traffic; sometimes with more intensity than I care to even talk about. But I guess my point is: 
how do we know if we're on the right path or doing the right things?  

James: Your condition, I'm happy to report, is very normal. Being vulnerable is part of this world 
experience, and it is also part of what connects you to others. If you hold yourself at some lofty 
height you could become unapproachable or, worse yet, indifferent to the plight and issues of 
the everyday person. 

You see, the spiritual writings, by and large, are written by those who have been facilitated by 
Spirit to produce the information as a means to rekindle human awareness of the Creator, and 
the heart virtues that It lives through. These writers are often writing from a higher dimensional 
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framework, where the gravity of real problems is sort of stuck off to the margins, if you will. 
Add to that the stressors that dictate our world and it is not an easy thing to remain a loving 
and sensitive heart. And so we do yoga, meditation, breath work, toxicity assessments and a 
hundred other things to support our journey. 

40:17. It's important to understand that all are equal in the eyes of God, whether you have 
ascended to the lofty planes of purity or you are just starting your climb from the desert floor, 
you are valued no more or less. And this is because we are all projections of a unified field of 
consciousness, and while, to be sure, we are individually focusing this field to conform to our 
unique character tendencies; at the bottom line, as they say in business, we are a family of 
explorers and co-creators. We are divine collaborators who, wearing the human biology, 
sometimes clumsily make mistakes.  

When you experience the material world know that you are not experiencing it alone. And this 
is a very subtle distinction I am about to make, but it's an important one: You can converse with 
God, you can have the conversations of truth and love, and this is well and fine because it is 
education. But as you go through life it's indispensable to feel the presence of God... to 
experience the terrestrial world together as one. This is co-creation and it is a sizable step up 
from education. 

41:44 Mark: I am not sure I'm clear about that last part, James. Could you elaborate on what 
you mean when you say co-creation is one thing, education is another? 

James: Yes. That’s precisely why I said it’s a subtle distinction of the conversations between an 
individual and the Creator are important exchanges of energy and information, but it is always 
you and God, a plurality of exchange, if you will. 

Co-creation is not a plurality so much as it is the exploration of the terrestrial world as one. God 
and you are one, and as you go through your life experience, God sees and hears through your 
human instrument, nudging you this way or that because you have invited Its presence into 
your heart.  

Now remember, I suggested earlier that the heart or human emotional system is the primary 
organ of perception relative to the ultra-fine frequencies of the higher dimensions. If you invite 
God into your heart, if you feel this presence blooming, then as you experience your life you 
can feel that it is being done creatively in the moment together with God, not as you are 
experiencing life and then reporting back to God through prayer or meditation where you seek 
advice on this decision or that. This is how you know when you are on the right path. 

43:15. Let me add one more thing. Your ego has an eternal counterpart and the purpose your 
ego has held in high regard is rooted in an historical context that is rapidly slipping into 
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irrelevance. The landscape of creation is being renovated, so to speak, to allow for a chain 
reaction of consciousness that will sweep this planet and carry it and its creatures to new 
vibratory fields.  

Now, the ego has been locked away in fear and lack of trust. It is as if these qualities were hard-
coded into the human species. Ideologies, whether they are science- or religion-based, are 
nonetheless tethered to fear. They block the emanations of the higher frequencies that the 
human instrument was designed to function on. This is precisely why the individual is sovereign 
and why it is so critical that they activate themselves and live a love-centered life, because it is 
only then that a sufficient number of humans can start the chain reaction of consciousness, the 
consciousness of eternity. 

The material forces will respond to this frequency and become the actualizing force of eternity 
upon the terrestrial plane. In Lyricus we say it this way: “The Master of Matter will become the 
slave of eternity.” I realize that I moved off on some very wide-ranging concepts, but your 
answer is in this nest of concepts. You’ll just have to sort it out a bit. 

44:55 Mark: Thanks, James. Yeah, I am sure I’ll be doing that. While I have been listening I find 
that much of what you have said...I have a feeling that I’m going to have to listen a few more 
times before I’m really able to make sense of it. 

James: You may be right, but don't worry so much about making sense of it. This is as much a 
psychological process as it is a comprehension. It is a process of identity shift, so each individual 
can shift from the currents of fear and guilt to the currents of love and understanding. Because 
only in the currents of love do you realize that you are not the form you animate, but rather the 
energetic frequencies of the animation itself. And these frequencies—where do you suppose 
they derive from? 

Mark: I guess I would say First Source. 

James: Yes, from our Creator. And these frequencies, they dance in the moment, they do not 
know the past or future, they live in the now. So thoughts and feelings that search into the past 
or future, they can restrict the circulation of these delicate frequencies, and it is these 
frequencies, like the pied piper, that lead you to the point—the very moment where you are 
open to transformation.  

Now we have a saying that goes like this: “If you are peeling an orange do not be thinking about 
an apple.” In other words, stay in the moment, because this is where the frequencies of 
animation occur. This is where your power lies.  
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46:30 Mark: OK, that makes sense. Thanks James, I appreciate that. Mateo! For those of you 
listening to this, our cat, Mateo just jumped up on the table and is visiting James. He seems to 
like you.  

James: There is no reason he shouldn’t. What kind of cat is he?  

Mark: He’s a Ragdoll. The kind that go limp when you pick them up. Hence the name. 

James: Yes, he is very relaxed. Very soothing. 

Mark: Yeah, I don't know if the mics are picking it up, but I can sure hear him purring from 
where I'm sitting.  Do you want me to take him, James?  

James: No, no he’s fine. If he wants to lay…. 

Mark: (Mark speaks simultaneously with James.) 

James: Well, if nothing else he is a very good diversion, you see. This is the way Spirit works and 
is a good example of the fine-grain details of life, where in the certain frequency of 30 or 40 
minutes and Mateo is just fine, and he suddenly jumps up on the table and asserts himself. 
Well, to me, it's Spirit's nudge to ease off the gas pedal a bit and return to the playful side of 
life.  It’s all a rhythm, you see. 

Mark: Yeah, yeah I follow you. James, do you still want to take a break? 

James: Yes, let’s do that, we can stretch our bodies and refresh ourselves. I know you wanted 
to show me some things, so let’s do that now, and we can resume our talk in 15 or 20 minutes. 

Mark: Signing off for now.                                                                                                                           
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Interview Session with James Mahu  

April 5, 2008—Part 2 

 
 
Mark: Interview session number 2 with James, April 5, 2008 copyright 2008, WingMakers, all 
right reserved. Music. 
 
0:32 Mark: We’re back for the second part of the interview. I am Mark Hempel and I’m sitting 
here with James, the once anonymous creator of the WingMakers, Lyricus, and EventTemples 
web sites. I say once because I guess you’re still anonymous but now that you are sitting here 
with me it seems less so, assuming that we share these interviews with the public. If you’re 
listening to this and you haven’t heard Part 1, which we recorded just a little earlier, you might 
want to start with that part first because it puts these interviews in context and I guess, in the 
interest of not wanting to repeat myself, I’m not going to do that here. So, partly in the interest 
of time and partly because I don’t know if I’d do as good a job since I don’t have my notes in 
front of me...besides which. So, anyway I’ll skip the background information and get right to the 
questions, if that’s okay with you, James?  
 
James: Yes, and know that’s fine, Mark.  
 
1:31 Mark: One of the things I am curious about and I suspect our listeners are as well, is to 
know more about the world religions and how they relate to WingMakers, or if they do at all? 
 
James: Any time you speak about world religions, I’m not sure how to respond because I don’t 
want to insult anyone nor do I wish to make comparisons that are subjectively unfair, which 
leaves little room for statements of any kind.  
 
All I will say is that people can find their higher Selves and activate their higher connections to 
Spirit and God through most of the religious and spiritual movements on earth. There is no 
monopoly on the access points to Spirit and to the degree they don’t feel...meaning the people, 
they don’t feel this higher connection is emerging from their study, then they are probably 
better served to try something new, trusting that their higher Self will guide them to that which 
resonates with their innate feeling of the truth. If you go to an orchestral performance, at the 
beginning the musicians are tuning their instruments trying to find harmony. In a similar way, 
we are made by the same Creator, but our instruments are in different tuning codes and we are 
trying to find the point of harmonization. We are all tuned differently through our experience, 
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genetic predispositions, education, and yes, I suppose religion and cultural conditioning play a 
decisive role as well. 
 
3:15. Most religions compete, more than they seek to harmonize and, as I’ve said before, the 
key is activation of the connection between ego-personality, the higher Self, and the animating 
Spirit that flows between them. Once this activation occurs, what religion you are is quite 
academic, much the same way it doesn’t matter what your citizenship is when you visit outer 
space. 
 
3:45 Mark: Yeah, that’s good—interesting analogy. The question I see in the subtext of the 
email linked to religion is the confusion of all these different spiritual paths have on the 
individual as they try to, you know, figure out which one is best for them.  
 
James: Yes, yes, I understand, but seekers are yet looking outside themselves. They seek what 
they sense they lack within, in part, because religion and culture tell them that they lack this 
ability and require intermediaries like priests and ministers, rabbis or spiritual teachers to find 
their way. The pathways of Spirit only appear confusing from the inside looking out and this is 
because the materials that are strewn before the typical seeker are confusing. One path tells 
you, “you are a sinner,” another path tells “there is no such thing.” One path tells you “to 
breathe this way and with this posture,” another says “pray in this form.” One path says, “the 
end is near,” another says, “we are just born in the Spirit of God, it’s a time of new beginnings.” 
So can all of these things be true at the same time? 
 
4:57. It becomes equally confusing as you enter the scientific domain. Not long ago there was 
magic and wonder in the world, and then Newton and others came along, and the mechanistic 
universe was unveiled, and magic left our culture and stood on the fringes, like an orphan, and 
now...now like the prodigal son, magic has returned in the form of quantum physics.  
 
On the one hand religion defined magic in the formulations of its leaders so as to manipulate 
the masses. On the other hand, science, eschewing magic, distilled our universe to the nuts and 
bolts of a mechanism in which our specialness as a species was just sort of like, taken out of the 
equation. 
 
5:46. For example, “we are 99 percent the same as an ape,” “we are not the center of the 
universe,” and so forth. All of these theses or points of view, world views, influenced and it 
became larger and we became smaller, less significant. 
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In a sense, the quantum world came to our rescue as we became aware of just how little we 
know about the universe. This was an activation for the species as a whole that most people do 
not truly understand because humanity was beaten down with a mechanical uncaring universe 
and an invisible God. But then we discovered how we are all connected. The basic mechanics 
were anything but mechanical—they were magical—indeed, inexplicable, but that is the world 
of subatomic energies, frequencies of light and sound in which we live. I realize I got off track a 
bit, but the impression I want to leave is that I have great sympathy for the seeker in their 
confusion. It’s well known. 
 
7:03 Mark: So what should people do in the midst of their confusion. I mean, what should they 
do to get clear?  
 
James: The best place to start in trying to begin again is to simplify. This is a literate world 
where words rule the mind. The Spirit behind the words is key. It is more important than the 
words. Most seekers draw confusion to themselves because they compare the words written or 
spoken by spiritual teachers, or worse yet, they compare the interpretations of the words from 
spiritual teachers. Language was invented to facilitate trade and barter, commerce and later 
culture. Language of our world is a third-dimensional construct that is misleading and 
imperfect. So with words, be careful. 
 
I’ll give you an example. I can tell you the core truth in as little as two sentences. Here goes: 
“Just as the sun is the presence of God in our collective universe, you are the presence of God 
in your local universe. You are a light being in a universe of equal beings, each one is just as 
essential to the whole.” So you see in these two sentences I have told you the seeds of Truth 
from which all other wisdom arises. There is nothing to be confused about in this Truth unless, 
of course, you fall back on your historical knowledge, so if you are confused you must bear 
some responsibility for your confusion, as it comes to you out of comparison.  
 
8:54. Take the first sentence. “Just like the sun is the presence of God in our collective 
universe.” What does it mean? The sun and God are one and the same? Well, for many this 
would be heresy. In some periods of our history you would have been killed for saying this—
and yet it’s the truth. Though it’s more complex than simply saying, “Sun and God are 
identical.” So the words themselves begin to confound truth.  
 
So to simplify your own truth you need to have a framework from which your beliefs arise. The 
framework of Lyricus is to live a love-centered life by expressing the six heart virtues to all 
within your local universe. As you do this you become a conductor of your emotional system 
and you become the Presence of God in your world. It’s a very simple framework, and one that 
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springs forth from the most ancient of worlds, yet there’s really been no evolution provided to 
it. It’s not undergone interpretations, it’s not been embroidered by any religious institution, it is 
not owned by anyone. 
 
10:07 Mark: This might be a good time to ask a very frequent question about Lyricus.  
 
James: Very well, but let me add something to your last question first. The world is not without 
paradox and complexity—it has plenty of both. The seeker in today’s world has been 
overwhelmed by many, many stressors—the economy, their job, their family, their 
relationships, even their roles as mother, father, daughter, son, husband, or wife. These 
stressors inhabit the body and the nervous system is aroused by them, and not in a good way. 
The nervous system and endocrine systems coupled to the heart produce the network 
connection to the higher frequencies. In other words, they are your internal network and 
connection to the external network, the organizing fields of Spirit intelligence.  
 
If you have too much noise in your body and emotional system, and by noise I mean stress that 
is built up and is endangering the sensitivity of your connection, remember that the practice of 
the six heart virtues is a method to release this noise or stress. There are many, many 
techniques that will help, even technologies and it’s important that the individual discovers 
what works for them. Doc Childre, the founder of HeartMath, is the pre-eminent teacher on the 
subject and one I recommend without hesitation.  
 
11:38. Seekers are often in search of the escalating complexity because the esoteric is 
seductive. If I see someone who is practicing the six heart virtues to the best of their ability they 
are, in my view, a greater master on earth than the one who quotes the highest formulations of 
Spirit or speaks the elegance of Jesus, or Mohammed, or Krishna, or Buddha, or practices 
meditation every day, but then radiates discordant behaviors or thoughts.  
 
The universe has an incentive system—it’s called evolution—and so we understand that when 
we look at those things that have evolved into sophisticated techniques or organizations, and 
we imbue them with greater importance than those things that have not evolved and are 
simple, even innocent in comparison. 
 
But the six heart virtues, living a love-centered life while disconnected from the evolutionary 
track of spiritual knowledge, are paradoxically among the most potent forms of truth for this 
particular time in humanity’s evolution.  
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12:43 Mark: I know what you mean because I get letters from people who acquaint me with 
some of the more esoteric writings out there, like the Urantia Book, or Keys of Enoch, some of 
the Alice Bailey stuff and these are a couple examples that come to mind. And they have some 
really great insights in them, but they also leave me feeling a bit uncertain what to do next, you 
know, I mean with the knowledge itself. 
 
What do you see as the key thing a seeker new to these materials can do to gain a sense of 
conviction, I guess I’ll call it that, that they are on the right path? 
 
James: Yes, well, the word “religion” is derived from the word, the Latin words, “re link.” So to 
re-link into the higher Self is the esoteric meaning of the term religion. So, the seeker is 
attempting to re-link into their higher Self which has been put in the shade of their ego-
personality whose voice is sporadically heard and even less so acted upon. Thus, the seeker of 
truth must demand or feel a sense of reconnection with their higher Self, the animating Spirit 
that flows within it and then act upon it. It’s not enough to hear the beautiful thoughts of one’s 
higher Self or feel the power of its feelings, or the creative urges of its mind.  
 
The human instrument must come into alignment and reposition the ego-personality to its 
rightful place, adjusted in the knowledge of its role as a facilitator of Spirit within the human 
domain. When the seeker sees these adjustments, and feels the re-linking into their higher Self, 
they will have a sense of conviction that they are on the right path. Remember, I said earlier, 
that it’s a psychological process. It’s the feeling of re-linking to one’s own Divinity. It’s the sense 
of empowered co-creativity with one’s higher Self and its unalterable connection to the fields of 
Spirit that make possible its eternal connection to individuality and oneness.  
 
In an alternating… like a sine wave, like a wave of existence, this is the power you hold within 
you. And every authentic seeker is called to this—this very special and very personal mission.  
 
15:16 Mark: So you look at this as a mission of the individual? 
 
James: Yes, it is in every sense of the word a responsibility of the individual to seek out their 
higher Self and come into alignment with the higher fields of their Source. And I use this term 
“responsibility” not as a thing imposed upon the seeker from an outside source, but rather a 
recollection of their purpose for incarnating as a human on this planet at this time.  
 
Once they fulfill this responsibility they will decide, quite of their own accord, what their 
mission is and with whom they wish to work with. Much of this goes on beneath the conscious 
awareness of the seeker. In some ways, they feel like they’re caught up in a current, like a 
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riptide that pulls them from the safety of the shoreline. The shoreline represents their past as 
an ego-personality and the currents are Spirit. And once the seeker comes into alignment with 
their higher Self they will be pulled by this current and positioned appropriately to fulfill their 
mission.  
 
16:28 Mark: Is the mission different for everyone or it is pretty much the same? 
 
James: It’s really both. Every individual seeker as they awaken to their inmost Spirit and feel the 
currents of a love-centered life is pulled into very specific situations in which their energetics 
can be utilized by Spirit in the Grand Awakening of humanity. This does not mean that every 
moment is a contribution to this mission, but overall as you look at the mosaic of a life, let’s say 
a course of a month’s time, a contribution is proffered and awakening is brought a little closer, 
made a tiny bit more tangible and magnetic to all those who remain asleep.  
 
At the collective scale, there are different phases of awakening and there are those who are 
just awakening who are seeking their purpose in trying to integrate the two worlds into a 
sensible composition. There are those who are in deep slumber in their ego-personalities and 
cultural confinements and there are those who are partially awakened, but are manipulated by 
outside influences to remain with the sleeping masses. And there are those who are awakened 
and know with deep conviction in the commitment of Divine Love that their primary mission is 
to activate and rekindle all those in the aforementioned categories so they can all join the 
Grand Awakening. 
 
17:59. Now, and this is important: The mission is not one of a “join the enlightened crowd and 
be happy,” nor is it “you poor people who live in ignorance, for the glory of God I will help you 
awaken.” This is not about preaching the good news to the sinners of the world. Those who 
slumber are not sinners. They are not bad people nor are they lower in standing than you or 
me. If you have ever seen a fish that inadvertently swam into a shallow tide pool and is now 
trapped, there is an instinct to help them return to the ocean and this is the instinct we have 
and nothing more. The fish held in the tide pool is still the same fish. It has the same powers 
and needs, it is simply trapped in the confinements of the tide pool and that diminishes its 
ability to be a fish. 
 
 
18:55 Mark: Yeah, you know I get a lot of email from people, and I should add when I say I get a 
lot of email it’s really intended for you. [Laughter] But the sentiment is a bit edgy and that the 
person is frustrated that their mission or purpose seems, I’ll say mundane, at least that’s the 
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impression I get from reading this stuff. It’s kind of caught up, as you just put it in a very small 
tide pool, or at least that’s their perception. What would you say to them? 
 
James: Well, this is a very common problem for people because they feel the expanding grids 
and the larger purpose of their life and yet they confront traffic snarls, or sick children, or 
making the next mortgage payment, or the ripples of a relationship gone bad. All of these 
things impinge on their perception of their purpose because, in part, they feel the mundane 
and the Divine clashing in their lives. They don’t necessarily see the two worlds as connected in 
any meaningful way, but they are. Have you ever seen a film that is very dark, even depressing 
in its darkness, but when the light comes into the film it’s very bright, very fulfilling?  
 
20:17 Mark: Yeah, my wife and I love the HBO show called Carnival or Carnival (different 
emphasis on the syllables)… I’m not sure if I’m pronouncing that right, but it’s about as dark as 
it gets, because it’s set in the Great Depression. When people shine… it really comes across 
from an emotional level. I think that’s a good example of what you mean.  
 
James: Yes, though I haven’t seen the movie you mentioned, it can be a very powerful 
technique in story-telling and film-making to use the contrast of darkness to reveal the light 
with more fullness and depth, and that does this as well, you see. 
 
The darkness isn’t necessarily a huge event or evil person, as it’s often depicted in film and 
stories, it can be the accumulation of hundreds of small things. But, however it arises, it creates 
the conditions whereby you can use the six heart virtues and shed your light into the darkness 
of the times and into your local universe. The irony is that this is the purpose we came here to 
undertake. This is our mission, in effect, and yet most people find that the mundane 
distractions of life interfere with their lofty missions, when indeed—they reveal them.   
 
Again, I want to add that I understand that this can be a difficult thing to see in this light, but if 
the six heart virtues were ever-flowing and easy to transmit, how would you develop your 
skills? How would you strengthen your determination to send these virtues amongst your local 
universe? How would you help in the situations of crisis or difficulty? How would your mission 
remain a vital element of your life over the changing times and how would you understand the 
situation about others and feel genuine compassion?  
 
When the darkness enters your world, remember this is the time to use the heart virtues, to 
exercise them above all other times, as they will stand out, they will reveal your grace and that 
of the One you truly represent. 
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22:34 Mark: Yes, I’ve heard you use the term “local universe” several times today and it 
seemed like a new term to me. I think I know what you mean when you say it, but could you 
define it just to be sure? 
 
James: Yes. One’s local universe is the dimensional field that the individual is in moment to 
moment. For example, my local universe shifted many times just today. As I was at home in 
New York organizing for my trip, then drove to an airport, boarded a plane, entered another 
airport, met you, and now I’m sitting here in your office in Minneapolis.  
 
My local universe embraces every one of those spaces or environments. Each has its own 
energetic field that is the composite of a few people, or in some cases, like the airport, 
thousands of people. I can feel this composite, a field, I sense the frequencies, or I can choose 
to turn down my sensitivity so I can focus more internally. I can also choose to enhance the 
composite energetic field through my behavior, thoughts, or feelings. Certain environments I 
have more control over than others. For example, if you work in an office building you have 
some control over your personal office, but if you go to the cafeteria you must blend or mesh 
with the composite field that exists there.  
 
So your local universe is wherever you are in the moment and wherever that is, from a physical 
or geographic point of view, you are also present in other dimensions, and in these higher 
dimensions you may shift your perception or awareness to a different local universe. The term 
“local” in this case only means it’s your present focus of attention and energy. And this is 
important because it means we’re not tethered to our physical geography.  
 
24:39. Wherever you are in terms of your local universe, remember you are the presence of 
God in Spirit. You are like a sun within the sky of your environment and this sun expresses light. 
But it also absorbs the informational codes or inputs of your local universe and you can feel this 
absorption flowing into your soul where it is processed with ease and positioned in coherence 
for your human instrument to make use of.  
 
There is a saying within the text of Liminal Cosmogony that is very appropriate here: “Let your 
universe be the altar upon which the consciousness of Spirit can descend.” So, in a way, your 
local universe is a portal through which the consciousness of Spirit can enter into your human 
domain.  
 
When I said earlier that my day included many geographical shifts, I didn’t mention all the 
internal shifts because, partly, they would be too numerous to mention and partly because they 
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are difficult to describe in words. As we say, “It’s like trying to put a costume on an angel.” Does 
this answer your question?  
 
25:57 Mark: Yeah, I think so. Thanks, by the way. I do want to return to my question about 
Lyricus, but as you were talking something else popped into my mind that I wanted to ask you 
about.  
 
James: Yes, good. It’s wise to be instinctual and follow the sudden impulses when they arrive 
from your heart. Spontaneity and living instinctually is all connected to a love-centered life 
because only then can you live in the moment. I commend you for changing the conversation as 
your heart tells you. If we don’t return to your list of questions don’t worry, it’s only because 
our higher Selves found a new way to engage and this new way is always better than the old 
predetermined way. When you operate in the currents of love you can have confidence that 
you know just the right gesture, or word to say, or thought to hold, or virtue to express in the 
moment. There is no referential source you need to get approval from. Trust this. 
 
26:59 Mark: Okay. Yeah, thanks for that insight, I appreciate that. I almost forgot my question 
now; I got so carried away by your compliment. Okay, back to it. 
 
The questions about kids. As you know, I have four of them and it seems like there is just more 
pressure for kids than there was in my time for growing up. What’s your view of kids these days 
and what prospects do they have? I guess what I mean is that the news isn’t that bright. Things 
like global warming, energy shortages, food prices going up, water shortages, over-population, 
yada, yada. You know, when you look underneath the covers there’s a lot of potential problems 
looming. 
 
James: Well, yes, as you know I haven’t had the honor of raising children myself, so I’ll begin my 
response with that admission.  
 
It’s a complex set of questions you’ve raised. Let me start by saying that children become 
entrained to their culture by the age of five. If their culture is fear-based, they themselves will 
generally with few exceptions learn this fear. This fear negates or diminishes trust, not only in 
the outside world or universe, but more importantly in themselves. This distrust expresses itself 
in very, very subtle characteristics many of which are not even noticed by parents because they 
are generational. 
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If children grow in fear they tend to define themselves in terms of mortality, or vulnerability 
and isolation. These qualities strangle the expansiveness and scope of Spirit that courses 
through their nervous system, their hearts and minds. Just one moment (takes a sip of water).  
 
29:05. Imagine if you had a very powerful vehicle to explore our planet, but you were given a 
blindfold to wear at the time you were born. The only oddity of this blindfold is that it’s 
relatively transparent at birth. However, each month that goes by the blindfold becomes more 
opaque. By the time you are able to really control this powerful vehicle your blindfold is 
completely opaque. So now you can drive, but you can’t see. Now you can explore, but you can 
only do so with extreme caution because you don’t really trust your perceptions of your local 
universe. Yes? 
 
Mark: Yes. 
 
James: So this is a metaphor for how many children feel as they mature. The power of their 
minds and egos becomes an instrument of division because they are taught to perceive the 
outside world as separate from themselves, while the Spirit that lives within them beats a 
different message. It says, “Everything is one Being. We are all connected in this universe. Our 
Creator is benevolent and all-wise. The universe is our body.”  
 
So there’s this dichotomy that frustrates them because on the one hand there is this mask they 
inherit from their culture that reduces everything it sees to disconnected parts for the purpose 
of comparison and analysis. On the other hand, the young person feels this unity and 
connection of Spirit below the surface, sometimes in dreams, sometimes in daydreams, 
sometimes in art and story, sometimes in real-life experience.  
 
30:59. Children and young adults can access the intuitive wisdom through the harmonization of 
their hearts and minds—a bold trust of their instincts. But the flair and glamour of the pop 
culture has a very strong magnetism. The access to their intuitive wisdom is seldom found once 
the child creates their social persona or protective mask that they wear, which gives them a 
corridor to retreat from the responsibility of higher awareness and purposeful energetic 
contribution. 
 
There are some children and young adults that break this condition in the social and cultural 
order, but not in high numbers or ratios. It’s done by the few who have strong blueprints, 
missions, and inner guidance to access this intuitive wisdom and utilize it for the Grand 
Awakening.  
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Now, more to your point, the future is bright because the intelligence of the human race is 
being intensified in the coming years like never before. This awakening or access to the higher 
order intuitive knowledge is precisely what many of the children of today are here to reveal.  
 
With this access comes new inventions, innovative solutions, new ways in which humanity will 
solve the problems of energy, poverty, and its governments and disease, and resource 
distribution. It’s not to say that these problems will be overcome in a matter of a few years, or 
when 2012 rolls around, all will be well with the world. No, it will not happen that way. It will 
happen more gradually, but the critical mass—the re-engineering of the human grids upon 
which we depend for our interconnections to Spirit—these will be brought to a new level of 
creativity and cooperation whereby the human and Divine agendas come into a more, let’s say 
a new and higher harmony, and in this harmony positive change will take hold. 
 
 
33:12 Mark: Now what about all the prophecy and disasters like nuclear wars, or earth changes, 
like floods, and earthquakes, and pole shifts, to name a few. Do these still loom in our future 
before the good times can roll, so to speak?  
 
James: There will continue to be calamities of various kinds. That’s all part of the rhythm of 
nature and man, but it’s not the events of the past that define our species, or the direction in 
which we advance, so much as it’s the purpose and intention we carry within our hearts and 
minds. So, yes, there will be wars and natural disasters that trail in the wake of humanity and, 
yes, it will be natural to presume that the best indicator of our future is our past, but that’s not 
really the case. Prophecy often neglects the finer energies of the human heart and mind, and 
instead is informed by the mistakes and disastrous judgments that we see materialize in our 
history books. There is a prime coherence that makes possible the gradual appearance of the 
bridge between Creator and creation. As this bridge materializes in the coming years, it will 
widen so more and more people can cross it and feel the vibrational influences of their 
Creator—moment by moment—whenever they choose to touch Him.  
 
It’s like the lifting of a fog that separates one identity from another, and despite all the 
evidence to the contrary, the future of humankind is as bright as a star and even more 
enduring. 
 
34:59 Mark: Yes, I think that was more positive than I expected.  
 
James: Yes, but I’m well aware that prophecy is a bit gloomy relative to humanity and earth, 
but as I said, within the hearts and minds of ordinary people is the vision of what is to be, even 
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if we can’t articulate it or grasp it with our minds, we nonetheless emit this vision and purpose, 
and it goes out as a powerful imprint forming the future of humanity like a great Sculptor who 
wields galaxies like a hammer and chisel.  
 
The deepest motives of the human heart are not found in words, but rather behaviors and 
energetic or etheric transmissions to share love and light to all creatures. These, these are the 
muscles and limbs of the great Sculptor or collective Being. And the reason this is so is because 
we are children of our Creator, Whose vision and purpose is stored within each of us, 
expressing Itself even when we seem far, far from spiritual godly living. We cannot turn this off 
any more than our sun can choose not to shine. [Pause.]  
 
Food shortages will be an issue, disease will be an issue, or wars will be an issue, and these are 
all elements that will pull humanity into a new grid, or a new perspective relative to its values 
and behaviors. But the deepest motives, even when they are forgotten or ignored, remain as a 
collective signature of humanity, and these will be crystallized in our new institutions, our new 
technologies, our new leaders, and the new objectives of a united earth. This is our destiny. It’s 
not the whim of a few teachers or even angelic hosts—it’s the innermost pure ancient voice of 
our hearts and minds in a chorus of love where your identity is a cell in an evolving, ascending 
planetary organism. This organism lives and moves in the currents of love that fill the universe 
as light and sound frequencies from the highest to the lowest order.  
 
37:31 Mark: I think that some of that may have gone over my head, but the great thing about 
audio is that you can rewind it and listen a few more times, right?  
 
James: Again, don’t concern yourself with understanding everything you hear. Sometimes it’s 
more valuable to not understand, but just feel the energy of what is said. This energy is more 
important as it’s often more activating than words or thoughts. 
 
37:57 Mark: Okay, I’ll do my best, but let’s switch topics for a moment. I realize the heart has 
always been a factor in the WingMakers materials, it just seems like it’s taken more of a center 
stage in the Event Temples site. Can you explain the reason for that, James? 
 
James: Yes, it’s true that the Event Temples is more focused on the heart center. But then, the 
heart and mind are the key elements of the human instrument, and in the WingMakers 
materials the mind was addressed more fully. And in the EventTemples, I suppose the focus 
was more squarely on the heart as a means to provide balance. But even in the poetry and art, 
and music of the WingMakers materials there is abundant reference to the heart and its central 
role in human activation and accessing the higher Self.  
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You see, the heart and mind are like two sides of the same coin, and, by the way, when I say 
“heart” I really mean the human emotional and intuitive system. And when I say “mind” I really 
mean the consciousness of the sovereign individual which includes the physical brain, nervous 
system, and associative mind consciousness. So, with those definitions out of the way—the 
heart is the portal of the human instrument that enables it to feel the currents of love that flow 
in and around every individual, at all times. It’s back to that antenna and transmitter I spoke 
about in our first sessions. It’s really a sensory system that enables that feeling of connection to 
others and our mutual Creator. 
 
39:36. Mind, however, is a powerful perceiver in many ways, though it kind of gets tangled with 
the ego-personality and the social conditioning of the small story in which culture lives. So, its 
power can be vastly diminished. The idea is to have both the heart and mind operating in 
harmony as both receptors and transmitters to ensure a good balance between the incoming 
streams of energy and information and the outgoing transmissions.  
 
In the WingMakers’ terminology, this is akin to the Wholeness Navigator, that part that looks 
upon one’s local universe and genuinely perceives it as a three-dimensional web connecting all 
life in wholeness.  
 
Now, the EventTemples website and materials are really focused on presenting one angle on 
how an individual can live a love-centered life, but not for the reasons that it brings you 
spiritual knowledge, or the security of good relationships, or less stress, but, rather, to be 
responsible in helping humanity shift to a higher dimensional perspective amidst the 
tumultuous times ahead, as we go though some of these birth pains of a new humanity.  
 
41:01. It’s important to understand—the heart and mind are seamless, as I said before, two 
sides of the same coin, and that that coin does not have a name to it. It’s not definable as we 
sort out words to apply to it. Paradoxically, it’s wordless where its definition matters, and 
where it doesn’t matter it’s called things like soul, and integral self, immortal consciousness, 
and Spirit. But, all of these words pin it down inside a box the moment the word is used to 
describe it. That’s how the mind works. It places things inside a box that is of a manageable size 
and can be seen according to a three-dimensional reality. 
 
So, while the focus may be on the heart in this project, and the mind on another, the real focus 
is on the integration of the two into a harmonious expression of the virtuous heart and mind 
through the human instrument, into the worlds of timespace, which is here and now.  
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In this earth, in the year 2008, in the month of April, on the fifth day, and the fourteenth hour, 
and the twenty-second minute, and the twelfth second of time—I am making some of this up, 
of course—but, my point is that even when you have limited yourself into thinking that here 
and now is literally here and now, just the time you define it, it isn’t. 
 
There is no time or space that bounds your expression of the virtuous qualities within you. They 
are outside that box as big as timespace here and now is, but I understand the difficulty in 
making that distinction. All that’s really important is to know that when you transmit your love-
centered life into your local universe, you are touching more than your local universe and you 
are not locked inside the here and now, but can transmit it to all time—and even non-time.  
 
 
43:10 Mark: Aha, so I see our discussion is starting to touch on time travel. You know, from the 
amount of email I forward to you, that time travel is one of the more common themes, I’ll say, 
not certainly in the top five or six, or whatever, but it’s probably in the top, you know, ten or so.  
 
In the WingMakers materials, time travel is discussed in some detail in the Ancient Arrow 
Project book. For those of you who haven’t read all of the material, or looked at the book, at 
least… in there is described a technology called BST, or Blank Slate Technology. Do you want to 
shed any light on this topic?  
 
James: Not particularly, not at this time. It’s not that I don’t find the topic interesting, but the 
energetics of our conversation would be better served if we stay on a different wavelength. 
 
Mark: Okay, I understand.  
 
James: You see, timespace is an invention of the mind to allow us to navigate in the three-
dimensional reality. Something that is invented by the mind can always be influenced by the 
higher consciousness of the Spirit, as it is encompassing of the mind. So, as Spirit Beings, we 
time travel all the time.  
 
The kind of time travel that was described in the WingMakers material... it has more to do with 
institutionalized time travel and bringing it within the domain of human technology. There are 
many projects that have experiment with time travel, and I merely disclosed one such project in 
the Ancient Arrow book. But it’s a very, very complex subject when you begin to institutionalize 
time travel. 
 
44:46 Mark: James, do you want to take a break yet? 
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James: Yes, it would be good to stretch our legs, but I’d like to make one final point before we 
end the session. 
 
Mark: Okay, okay that’s fine.  
 
James: One moment. [Long pause.]  
  
45:12. We are all members of a single organism much like individual photons compose a beam 
of light or trillions of electrons compose an electrical current that sweeps across a galaxy. When 
we move from the world of phenomena to the higher dimensions of reality, individuality is 
exchanged for community, and this community is vast and encompassing, and it contains an 
intelligence that mirrors its vastness.  
 
In the times ahead, there will be shifting sands and creeping doubts and many people will feel 
fears trying to grasp them. May I remind anyone who is open-minded to the possibility that you 
are here at this time to give your love independent of the external world conditions and events.  
 
It’s the foundation of Event Temples to help organize these quantum communities, so that we 
can collectively stand as examples of love-based communities living amidst fear-based 
individuals. And easing fear, and guilt, and hate, and base survival, and ignorance, and greed 
energies that will be emitted in the coming years as the birth pangs of a new earth are released.  
 
I understand it’s very easy to fall prey to these fear-based energies and want to protect 
yourselves and loved ones, and  prepare for tumultuous times—to, in effect, to crawl inside a 
protective cocoon and wait for the chaos to pass. But the times, as hard as they may become, 
will be made easier for all in the broader community of humanity and earth, if those of us who 
came to this planet at this time fully awaken to our missions of receiving and transmitting love 
frequencies into our local universe—knowing well that the walls of our local universe extend to 
the most distant and ancient walls of our Creator’s universe. They are truly one and the same, 
and what we send out to one, goes to all. It circulates amongst the greater community and 
stabilizes it amid any turmoil.  
 
47:39. So, it is our responsibility to own this time as makers of peace from war, creators of love 
from turmoil, changers of darkness to light, and transformers of despair to hope. If any of you 
question your mission or purpose—remember, it is this!  
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How you clothe your mission in terms of your work, or hobbies, or family, or relationships, well, 
this is up to you, and in the wide sense of reality—it doesn’t really matter. What matters is that 
you express a love-centered life into your local universe independent of external circumstance. 
You place this at the core of your human existence, knowing that if you so, you are a stabilizing 
force and of all the forces that are needed at this time—this, this is the most vital.  
 
48:43 Mark: Yeah, you know, I get this, at least intellectually, but the doing of it’s another thing. 
I mean, maybe this is too extreme of an example, but if there are food shortages, and rioting in 
the street breaks out, or the economy really, you know, goes into meltdown, how do we remain 
as stable forces? I mean, wouldn’t it be natural to get caught up in the chaos since it affects us, 
and I think it would be very hard to remain in the heart, or express a loved-centered life in the 
midst of this kind of chaos, at least.  
 
James: I am not predicting there will be chaos, though it’s a possibility. Much of the 
catastrophic events that were possible components of the birth pains of earth have been 
mitigated already. There’re enough people around the planet to stabilize it. And this, by the 
way, is a significant reason for what some people would call over-population. In reality, it 
requires a very large human population on the planet to get a stabilizing force, energetically 
speaking... to entrain a higher order field on the planet. 
 
Yes, the difficulty you speak of is true, if there are riots in the street, or the Internet is shut 
down for a few days, or if governments suddenly announced extraterrestrials are indeed real—
these kinds of events would have profound implications to our social order. It would be like 
turning it upside down for a while, and in this state of disorder it would be hard to think, act, 
and express outside of the social reaction, especially with the media fanning the flames of fear 
and apprehension.  
 
And yet, this is precisely what you will be asked to do. Whenever you feel your ability to radiate 
the love-centered life is in jeopardy or diminishment, you need only to call on your higher Self 
to replenish it, to tap into the reservoir of love and compassion that surrounds you at all times.  
 
50:50 Mark: You know, James, how does one call on the higher Self, or tap into this reservoir 
you speak of? Is there a technique you recommend?  
 
James: It’s a fair question, but there are no formulas in this regard, Mark, or at least, not ones 
that, in my view, are effective.  
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Let me answer you this way. If the people of our world knew only the condition of sleep, it 
would be logical that they would then fear the dawn. The people would wonder, “What is this 
strange light that awakens us?”  
 
This is the time when Spirit is victorious over the forces of materialization and it will emerge 
with the calm supremacy that’s the signature of its Source. And this emergence is like the dawn, 
as light falls over our world and stirs people awake. Sometimes this light will stir turmoil and 
unrest, but this is only because people have been asleep for so long that they fear the changes 
that this light brings, as they know, at a deeper level, that these changes are profound and 
lasting, and carry with them a responsibility that they themselves must adopt, or be left behind, 
in a sense.  
 
52:10. Those who are truly awake, they’ll see these tumultuous times as demonstrations of this 
light and it will not evoke survival instincts, or run-and- hide tactics of despair. They will feel a 
new power that comes to them unbidden, in the sense that they don’t call for it consciously, 
but it will flow over them nonetheless, like a new current of energy and they will anchor it, 
share it, and experience it like never before.  
 
You see, I could give you this technique or that, but in the end, it’s really just a string of words. 
Instead, what I have shared is the Spirit behind the words, the force behind the object and this, 
in my opinion, is more valuable. So, listen if you want, to the Spirit force, as it will inform you 
and keep you focused on the mission that you came to be part of, and to achieve as a collective 
intelligence. I think that’s enough for this session, Mark  
 
53:20 Mark: Okay, yes, no, I understand.  
 
James: Yes, let’s stretch our legs and refresh ourselves a bit.  
 
Mark: Okay, signing off. We’ll pick up on session three in, well it doesn’t matter to your 
listening because it’s all... there’s no time pause, but for your sake, James we’ll start in about 
another ten or fifteen minutes. Okay? 
 
James: That’s fine, Mark.   
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Interview Session with James Mahu  

April 5, 2008—Part 3 

 
00:01 Mark: Interview session number 3 with James April 5 2008, copyright 2008 WingMakers, 
all rights reserved. Music. 
 
00:33 Mark: Okay, we’re back for the third and final part of the interview. I’m Mark Hempel 
and I’m here with James, (the anonymous creator of the WingMakers, Lyricus, and Event 
Temples websites.) If you’re listening to this and you haven’t heard parts 1 and 2, you might 
want to listen to those before taking on this one. 
 
00: 55 Mark: (some noise) As in the second interview I’ll skip the background information, but if 
you’re interested in that stuff, listen to the beginning of the first interview. Okay, now for the 
questions… and James, I’m reminding you that I’m going to ask some more personal questions 
in this section, so if any of these get too personal for you, just tell me... 
 
01:20 James: Yes, I understand… let’s see where Spirit takes it. 
 
01:25 Mark: I guess I should mention that we’re just letting these interviews go organically. I’m 
recording onto my hard disk and really not worrying too much about editing things at this stage, 
so this is kind of a free flowing interview. Okay, alright maybe the most basic question I get 
James is who you are. So let’s just start with that one. 
Who are you? 
 
01:49 James: Well, that’s an open-ended question isn’t it? 
 
01:51 Mark: Not to interrupt, but I mean that in terms of your background… where did you 
grow up, what kind of family did you have, did  you have siblings that sort of thing… 
 
02:00 James: Yes, well…I grew up in Spain, in the outskirts of Barcelona. I had a normal 
childhood—at least for those in my town. I suppose I had some advantages, as my father was a 
scientist… so I had access, at an early age to books and lectures on the various sciences. 
 
02:21 Mark: Your mom, did she have a career as well? 
 
02:23 James: No, she was, as they’re called today, a stay-at-home mom. 
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02:27 Mark: And siblings?  
 
02:28 James: Yes, I have an older brother and younger sister. 
 
02:31 Mark: Did you grow up in Spain… or did you move around a lot? 
 
02:33 James: Well, because my father worked for the government, my family moved a few 
times in Europe… mostly northern Europe, but we stayed in London at one time and we even 
lived in India while my father taught there for two or three times. 
 
02:50 Mark: When did you move to the United States? 
 
02:52 James: About twelve years ago. I’d been to the US several times as a visitor previous to 
moving here permanently. 
 
02:58 Mark: Can you tell us what your first memory was when you started to awaken to… to 
this mission in your life? 
 
03:08 James: My first memory is actually from my mother who told me about a dream I’d 
described to her when I was only about five years old. To be honest, I don’t remember the 
dream so much myself, but I do remember my mother describing the dream to me many times 
over the years so I feel I remember it quite well through her re-telling of the dream to me. 
 
The dream was about my interactions with a group of spiritual teachers, but apart from that—
what I can only assume was a muddled description of what I learned in the dream—the thing 
that particularly impressed my mother was how enthusiastic I was in the telling of the dream. 
She said I came downstairs from my bedroom gesturing like an orchestra conductor—waving 
my arms this way and that—it was probably quite a sight… bubbling over with excitement. 
 
 
04:01 Mark: That’s kind of funny to imagine you in this way… why do think this dream was so 
activating for you? 
 
04:06 James: Well, I don’t really know that it was THE activating force in my life, but it was 
important to my mother and she felt that this dream had a special meaning. So she, being more 
philosophically-minded than my father and… and more willing to see these dreams as more 
than just dreams. She was quite certain that I needed a spiritual education as much as my 
father was certain that I needed science. So in a way, this dream caught my mother’s attention 
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in ways I didn’t even appreciate or understand at the time. All I know was that she became 
more attentive to my spiritual side. For me, after I told the dream, I was probably out catching 
frogs after breakfast… but for my mother, she became my spiritual guardian in a sense, and 
made sure that I had the books, teachers, and time to cultivate my interests in the spiritual 
side. 
 
05:07 Mark: Was your family active in religion? 
 
05:11 James: My father was dutiful in his practice but he didn’t have his heart in it. To him, 
religion—at least as it was taught in our church—was more of a community service than it was 
a place to learn things. And he was all about learning new things. For my mother, church was a 
sacred experience and again, not so much about learning things from the priest, as it was to 
experience the subtle energies of Spirit. 
 
05:42 Mark: From your descriptions, your mom was sort of the one who got you interested in 
this whole spiritual side of life… 
 
05:48 James: Mothers are often the ones that nurture this aspect of the child. The sensitive 
mothers often have a closer bond to the child’s heart and sense their blossoming—the 
unsheathing of that etheric antenna-transmitter I spoke of earlier. And they tend to share more 
developmental time with the child as well. As you point out, this was the case with my mother. 
 
06:15 Mark: Would you like to share any details of this dream? 
 
06:22 James: No, it’d be difficult to express it in a way that would add value to this 
conversation, Mark. Suffice to say it made a singular impression on me because I knew, even at 
that age, that I was part of another group, if you will, or tribe on the other side. I knew I was 
operating in two or more worlds simultaneously and my education was being directed as much 
from within, as it was in the schools of our world. 
 
06:54 Mark: James, when did you think of doing this whole project? By whole project, I guess I 
mean WingMakers, Event Temples, and Lyricus. When did that whole vision kind of come 
together? 
 
07:05 James: Well… since I was a young child I knew I was an interpreter. I realized this because 
I saw in my friends that they lacked this language. And it seemed very odd to me that they 
instead wanted to think and talk in the language of adults when the language I heard within 
myself was so much more engaging, nuanced, clean, and clear. 
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When I turned 9 or 10 years old, I lost this connection. This was during the time when my family 
moved to India. It was a cultural shift that caused the disconnection, and I became very adept 
at defining a new voice: the voice of separation, otherwise known as an atheist. 
 
07:51 Mark: You, you are going to tell me you were an atheist! 
 
07:54 James: In India, my father was actually more available to me than any other time in my 
life and his influence was strong as a result. 
 
08:03 Mark: Was your father an atheist? 
 
08:04 James: No, no, he was agnostic with a strong hope that an intelligent being designed it 
all, but he was always one step short of the total embrace until he passed. 
 
You see, his post in India was quite simple for him so he had time on his hands, and so I became 
his pupil of sorts. He also knew that I wasn’t enjoying my time in the local schools. It was very 
hard on me… on all of his children, and perhaps somewhat out of guilt, he made sure that he 
spent a lot of time with me, and my siblings as well. 
 
08:38 I dove into the world of science, and my mind—for the first time in my life—became the 
conductor of my worldview. I devoured books on subjects of philosophy and science, and my 
inner voice gradually became silent in the presence of these great authors. I began to construct 
elaborate mental theorems and ways to prove—to anyone who would listen—that God did not 
exist. 
 
09:12 Mark: What did your parents do? I assume your mom must’ve wondered what happened 
to you. 
 
09:16 James: She understood. It was just a phase. You see, I needed to feel the point of view of 
an atheist. I needed to understand their sense of separation and appreciate their intellectual 
modalities of logic and persuasion. 
 
09:31 Mark: How long did this phase last? 
 
09:32 James: About two years. 
 
09:34 Mark: What happened to shift you out of it? 
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09:38 James: I started to interact with my internal world and it became very obvious to me that 
something was happening that neither science nor philosophy could explain. 
 
9:48 Mark: And how old were you at this time? 
 
09:50 James: About eleven... 
 
09:51 Mark: What kinds of experiences were happening? 
 
09:53 James: I’d prefer not to go into details about this Mark, but I’ll say it was like a reunion 
with my inner tribe and I became reacquainted with the reason I incarnated at this time. 
 
10:05 Mark: Is this when you got the idea for WingMakers and Lyricus? 
 
10:09 James: There is always a seed vision for this type of work. The seed was given to me 
through the dream state and it was my intuitive awakening to this seed that began to bring it 
forward into my life. It was not like some angelic being sat at the foot of my bed and dictated 
this vision to me, or pronounced me as one of the chosen few, or that it was clear to me in the 
span of a single moment or even day.  
 
It was the simple and gradual awakening to the vision and why I had come to this planet within 
the human instrument. Some artists refer to this muse as the means through which they gain 
their inspiration or access their vision—artistic vision, and from my perspective the muse is 
one’s Higher Self or Presence, it is not an outside force. 
 
11:05 Mark: Is this the time that the WingMakers project started to crystallize? 
 
11:09 James: It was about this time, yes. But the real impetus for my work came from 
experimentation. And by this I mean honing the crafts of poetry, music composition, painting, 
writing and looking at each of these expressions as extensions of my self—my Higher Self. I 
knew that this would come forward only if it was aligned with the mission I came to serve. 
 
11:34: At an early age I had begun to paint, and was quite good at it, but by the time I was 
eleven I had begun to see my art as more than painting… it became a symbol of the higher 
frequencies I was in contact with, and, as a result, everything else flowed including the poetry, 
music, philosophy and writings. The paintings became the conductor of the project. 
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Around the time I was 15… I became aware that my experimentation on how these different art 
forms could be brought together was designed to serve the mythology of the WingMakers. 
 
12:15: I understand that the concept of the WingMakers as… as a future representation of 
humankind is difficult to believe for many people, but the word “WingMakers” is an encoded 
word that symbolizes this reality… that a future composite of humanity can indeed interact with 
its past existence. It’s like the symbol of Eternity—the Ouroboros, the snake that eats its own 
tail. 
The WingMakers chose me as an interpreter of their reality—our future reality— it’s not in the 
sense of their lifestyle or technology, but rather their mere existence and the existence of the 
Grand Portal as it pertains to human destiny because it’s through the Grand Portal that we, in a 
sense, re-unite with our future selves. 
 
13:15 Mark: Did they give you instructions on what to do or what to create? 
 
13:20 James: No. They did not. They simply brought me into their Presence… as an invited 
guest to experience—to the best of my ability—their vibrational world and the culture therein. 
Outside of timespace, I’m from this same world—as we all are—yet very few of us have 
experienced it, let alone heard of this other reality called our distant future. 
 
13:45 Mark: How would you describe this, because to me it’s a very hard proposition to get my 
mind around? 
 
13:53 James: It’s a hard thing to describe, Mark. It’s a little like an immense line of humans 
winding its way from the depths of the desert floor to a towering mountain top, and those at 
the top of the mountain, they have a video camera and they pass this miraculous view of the 
larger world that they see down the line so that those on the desert floor—and every step in 
between—can experience the inspiring view that beckons all of them to ascend… to climb into 
new territories, new dimensions. 
 
That’s about as close as I can come to describing it with words, Mark. The future of humanity 
extends much further on the spacetime continuum than its origins arise from history. Why 
would it seem improbable that our future selves could communicate to our spacetime in the 
21st century, and not with technical interventions, but simply through the empowerments of a 
higher, more encompassing consciousness? 
 
14:56 One of the truths that will shock humanity in some not-too-distant future will be the 
realization that our future collective interacts with our present form much more than we 
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realize. This is a complex subject, Mark unto itself, because many of the so-called interactions 
with the Creator, angelic beings, or Spirit are really interactions with our future selves, as a 
collective consciousness. This collective consciousness is symbolically called WingMakers or in 
some distant time the Elohim or Shining Ones, but regardless of the name you put to it, it is the 
quantum, collective consciousness of the human species in a far distant spacetime, reaching 
into ours. 
 
15:44 Mark: How does this happen that… that our future selves can contact us, but none of the 
materials on the planet talk about it? It seems like our holy books or some gurus would be 
talking about this. Why is it missing from the spiritual literature? 
 
15:58 James: Well, again, the WingMakers live in mythology. It’s a little like the quote 
attributed to Willie Sutton when he was finally captured… the FBI agents supposedly asked him 
“Why do you rob banks?” And Willie said, “Because that’s where the money is.” The 
WingMakers live in mythology because that’s where the story lives. Information, you see, lives 
and dies in very short life cycles like a Mayfly whose adult life span is measured in minutes. But 
mythological stories, they live for thousands of years, are translated into hundreds of languages 
and cultures, and their pulse is just as strong today as it was a thousand years ago, if you study 
them. 
 
16:46 So, the WingMakers represent our future selves just as we represent their ancestral 
selves. We are—at one level—the same, when you take spacetime out of the equation of 
course. The future is rendered in obscure mythological stories because our future selves don’t 
want to overextend their help by interfering with our own choices and freewill. 
 
There are other species—extraterrestrial in nature—that are also linked into our human cause 
or destiny and they also want to be helpful, but not preempt our collective vision, because they 
know already what we have become, and this post-human chrysalis we are currently in is very, 
very impressionable. 
 
17:32 Mark: So in other words, because our future selves are already known to be like wise and 
loving beings, no one wants to screw it up by interfering with us? It’s sort of like that? 
 
17:47 James: Yes, but that’s a simplification. The human species extends well beyond our 
current definition of what a human is. As you know, everyone on our blue planet is 99.9% the 
same in terms of their DNA, and yet if you go to a shopping mall and sit on a bench for an hour 
or two, you would not say that everyone walking by appears to be 99.9% identical. There is 
indeed great variation in the human species in every dimension you can measure it, except in 
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DNA. This substance we call DNA is perhaps the most guarded essence in the cosmos because 
it’s the thread that knits timespace to nonspacetime, and in that trajectory, defines a species 
destiny. 
 
Just as you can think of DNA as personal to an individual or a family’s genetic line, you can also 
think of DNA as a collective—at a species level—and contained within it is the fuel to reach the 
Central Sun of a galaxy. I realize this seems metaphorical, and in part it is, but the essence of 
what I say is quite literal. 
 
19:05 Mark: Okay, it’s good. I’d like to return to our initial interaction with the WingMakers. 
What was the experience that convinced you to develop the materials and mythology? 
 
19:16 James: I understand your interest in tracing this back to the headwaters or source 
material, but as I’ve already said, it was not contained in a single experience, or “ah ha” 
moment. I’m aware that some people have had this type of sudden awakening where cosmic 
consciousness floods their human instrument and they are forever changed by the light. In my 
case, it was less spectacular, and more of a gradual succession of events and experiences that 
shaped my energetic alignment to the WingMakers. 
 
19:51 Mark: But when you first communicated with them, what was it like? 
 
19:55 James: I’m not trying to be evasive, Mark, but let me try to explain it like this. Let’s say 
I’m an astronaut, but instead of a spaceship, I make use of my consciousness to explore new 
spacetime dimensions. In doing this, on one journey I stumbled upon a consciousness that was 
non-terrestrial, operating outside of our spacetime, and yet, because of our spacetime 
trajectories, a powerful connection was instantly made as if it was set-up in ancient times with 
meticulous care. 
 
20:34 When I first made contact with this collective consciousness it was obvious that it had an 
intelligence that dwarfed mine and yet it was so intimate with my world that it could only be a 
part of it—either as an observer or as an experiencer. As it turned out, it was both. When I first 
began to interact with this consciousness—what I later came to know as the WingMakers—I 
wasn’t sure if it was two, a hundred, a thousand, a million or even a trillion different entities, 
but over time it became quite clear that the number wasn’t so important as much as the 
transmissions they provided relative to humanity’s destiny. 
 
21:20 Mark: James, before you go further, let me get clear on this one thing. So, the 
WingMakers are a composite entity that’s in our future? Right? I guess in other words, we’re 
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all—in some far-distant future—going to become unified as one consciousness, somewhere in 
space, and every once in a while a person like you will project their consciousness far enough 
into this future spacetime and make contact? Is that what you’re saying? 
 
21:55 James: It’s a complicated exchange of ideas. Let me try it this way, but first let me be 
clear that it’s no one’s shortcoming that this is hard to understand for you… or anyone else 
listening to this dialogue, it’s equally hard to describe for me. So I will take credit for the 
abstraction, if you will. 
 
22:14 The WingMakers have a different frequency of existence, which is to say they operate 
without the density of our human instruments at this stage of their existence, but this is 
different than being discarnate or entities that have left their bodies through death. 
 
They still operate in a human instrument, it’s just a finer frequency of light or quantum 
structure, but it’s still a sheath or instrument of individuality. 
 
22:40 Now, one of the byproducts of living in this finer frequency is that the walls between 
individuality and unity are permeable, so the ability to move between the individual state and 
the state of union is simply a thought away. Just as we shift thoughts—they can move from 
sovereign individuality to Oneness in consciousness and back again with ease. In the state of 
Oneness, the WingMakers—as a state of collective consciousness—have access to the shared 
holographic records that have been compiled over the species’ evolutionary rise from a simple 
biped to an enlightened, Coherent 
Collective, aligned to the frequencies of Source Intelligence. 
 
So, with access to this hologram, they can insert themselves into our spacetime as an event 
string. This is carefully engineered to reveal their identities, but always clothed in a 
mythological context so they remain meaningful, rather than just informational, or, worse yet, 
objects of fear. 
 
23:47 Mark: What do you mean by that? 
 
23:49 James: You may not realize this, Mark, and few people do, I suppose, but lotus seeds and 
date palm seeds have shown themselves to retain their germinative powers even after a 
thousand years, and several years ago I remember hearing of a date palm seed that was over 
two thousand years old that had grown into a tree. So, these seeds are preserved their powers 
of life and transformation. 
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24:18 Now, the relevance of this is that mythological stories are like these seeds, they retain 
their potency because they are not trying to be explanatory, but rather meaningful. Everything 
in today’s culture tends to gravitate around explaining what this information means in terms of 
usefulness, but in the case of the WingMakers they are more interested in activating people 
who are prepared to become sovereign entities, and then to apply this empowerment to their 
local universe and transform it. 
 
24:49 If you were to draw a circle around you that extended 15-20 feet in diameter, that is 
approximately your local universe. This is your conscious, energetic environment, and in the 
grand scheme of a multiverse of unlimited scope, it may seem like a pittance… like a tiny 
particle in a boundless ocean. But in reality, what is contained in this sphere of consciousness is 
much more than the spatial volume of 4,200 cubic feet, because within this sphere the 
dimensions of the multiverse are present, even though they’re not visible to your senses—they 
are still there. 
 
25:30 And so, you have to think of this spatial volume—the energetic sphere of your local 
universe—as being the equivalent of a portal that connects you to the multiverse through the 
Presence of your soul. This is the key message that the WingMakers embed in their 
mythologies, and this is the key message of my own work, as well. The human self-possesses a 
local multiverse whose chief architect and governing intelligence is your Quantum Presence. 
And this Presence is composed of the fabric of Source Intelligence, and just as Source or Creator 
operates in the non-local multiverse, your Presence operates in your local multiverse. 
 
26:17 Mark: Can you elaborate a bit on what you mean here… I mean it seems that what you’re 
saying is that we’re Gods in our own universe— 
 
26:26 James: Multiverse. The local multiverse is the sphere that contains you—not only your 
present self, but the collective energetic frequencies of your incarnations are included in this 
local multiverse, your emotional and mental frequencies flow into and surround this 
multidimensional field. Within your local multiverse you have domains of consciousness or… or 
energetic frequencies that create a federation of consciousness. 
 
This federation congeals into what you see right now through your human body. Most people 
call this consciousness the third dimension or human domain. There are other dimensions as 
you well know and I won’t bother to describe them all, but the higher mental domain is one of 
critical importance as it is the switchboard between the Quantum Presence and the emotional 
domain or heart. 
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27:22 Mark: When you speak of the Quantum Presence, are you referring to Soul? 
 
27:28 James: Yes, but the definition is placed out of its historical, poetical context into one that 
is more relevant to our time. 
 
27:36 Mark: Okay, I can appreciate that, but it’s hard to keep up with all of the definitions as 
they change or shift. 
 
27:44 James: The changing vocabulary is not by accident. It sets a tempo of adaptation and 
helps to dissolve older paradigms, exchanging them with new ones that are more aligned to the 
incoming energies. 
 
You noticed that even in the time we’ve been talking I’ve shifted from local universe to local 
multiverse, from Higher Self to Quantum Presence. This is the way of our current world. We 
need to operate in flex and ease in order to allow what is to transpire… to transpire. It means 
that we need to give birth to a new concept one day and dissolve it the next. This may seem like 
instability or a lack of harmony, but indeed the harmony is in the flexibility to flow with your 
local multiverse and all that you encounter therein. 
 
28:39 Mark: I feel that we got off our subject… the more personal line of inquiry that I had 
started, and then we ended up here, which you know I like this discussion very much but I want 
to ask you. Do you want to return to the…. 
 
28:56 James: I understand, Mark, but Spirit brought us here so let’s stay for a while, as there’s 
much more to tell, and I’m positive there’s much more vital information here than in my 
personal stories. 
 
29.09 Mark: Okay… well that’s fine with me. I’ll let you steer the interview. 
 
29:12 James: I’ll suggest that allowing Spirit to steer is the better course. 
The heart anchors the higher frequencies of the Quantum Presence within the sphere of your 
local multiverse. In fact, if you drew a dot in the exact epicenter of this sphere, it would lead 
you to your heart—the focal point of your human self and spiritual consciousness, and its every 
heartbeat, since its very first vibration, before you were even a human form, was activated by 
the Presence of your immortal self. 
 
So you see the Quantum Presence—in a sense—created you and it is the true intelligence 
within your local multiverse. It is the holder of omniscience and omnipotence—relative to your 
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local multiverse. And while I say this of you, it’s just as true for every human being that walks 
the Earth. Each of us is constructed in this same pattern and possesses a Presence… without it, 
your heartbeat… your life… would be impossible. 
 
30:16 Now, this Presence needs to create a mesh between the human self and its point of 
Presence, which is above you at the top of your local multiverse and it envelops your human 
self-flowing into both your heart and higher mind. As I said earlier, the Higher Mind is the 
switchboard that connects the Presence with your heart, so it enables this two-way 
communication and the behaviors of virtue to be expressed through your human self into the 
human world. 
30:50 Mark: But you know James, not everyone is at the same level… I mean some people seem 
like they discount the soul, or Quantum Presence, as you were putting it, thinking that the mind 
is the highest authority. So why is this? Why didn’t God make it so we would all be able to 
connect to this Presence with ease? 
 
31:10 James: First of all, the multiverse is in perfection and every sphere of the human self is 
part of this perfection despite how it may appear in the human domain. If you could walk up to 
anyone and peer into the sphere of their local multiverse—at the quantum level—you would 
see its perfection because time is not part of the quantum dimension and it is only time that 
separates the perfection of the multiverse from the human self. To me, all of your struggles to 
know your Quantum Presence, to understand your purpose, to feel an unshakable connection 
to your Creator, these are all in the past. 
 
Do you understand? 
 
31:55 Mark: You know, I’m not sure I do, but let’s keep going; maybe something else you say 
will bring me some clarity. 
 
32:01 James: Yes, that’s good, Mark. It’s wise to let go of those things you don’t instantly 
resonate with or make sense to you. Sometimes releasing this intellectual need to understand 
things is precisely what brings in the understanding. The interesting thing is that the activation 
of the Presence is a simple process but rarely acknowledged by the leading spiritual paths on 
the planet. 
 
32:26 Mark: Why is that? 
 
32:27 James: It is hard to say mostly because it renders the institutional foundation obsolete. 
For example, if a spiritual path says it’s without a founder who had an extraordinary spiritual 
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experience, then the religion seldom evolves into something anything sustainable. Try to 
imagine Christianity without the conversion experience of St. Paul, or Buddhism without the 
enlightenment of the Buddha, or Islam without the rapturous visions of Mohammed. These 
religions—at their core—require their founders to venture into the mystical heights, and these 
experiences then become institutionalized as THE PATH. 
 
33:13 When indeed the experiences were in fact the individual interacting with their Presence 
and tapping into its intelligence… just as any of us can do. But then what happens, is the leader 
is framed outside of humanity with a unique destiny, and to some extent that’s true, but the 
core experience—access to their Presence and its innate empowerments—this is absolutely 
normal and available to all who put forth the effort. 
 
33:44 Mark: So activating one’s Presence… are there specific techniques or approaches that 
work for most people? 
 
33:52 James: The Practice of the Presence is an important facet of Lyricus. And it’s a practice 
that requires both discipline and patience. The basic framework deals with understanding the 
relationships of the Quantum domain with the mental and emotional domains of the human 
self. We call this: The Wholeness Paradigm. 
 
In our modern world, the intellect and emotions can generate a great amount of discord and 
incoherence within the local multiverse and this creates a field effect that can cause an 
unintended disconnection between the human self and the Quantum Presence. So this phase of 
the Practice is concerned with emotional coherence leading to virtuous behaviors, and mind 
attunement leading to surrender, and I mean surrender in terms of allowing your Quantum 
Presence to be the governing intelligence over your feeling and thought domains. 
 
34:53 Mark: How is that done though? I mean how does one surrender to the Presence when 
it’s such an abstraction for most of us? 
 
34:59 James: …Pause. It’s a perceptive question, and I’m very glad you asked it. First, the 
discord within the emotional body requires transformation, which is to say, the feelings of 
anger, frustration, greed, judgment… envy, and disappointment… all of these negative 
emotions are energetic densities that accumulate in your local multiverse and their energies 
need to be cleared… essentially escorted from your local multiverse. 
Remember when I was talking about the etheric antenna/transmitter? 
 
35:40 Mark: Yes. 
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35:42 James: Well, that’s what is shut down amid these calamitous frequencies… and that’s all 
they really are—frequencies—the harmonics of disharmony. So in order to clear these 
accumulated frequencies, one needs to keep open their heart, because the heart is the ground 
upon which the etheric antenna is planted, and its roots, metaphorically speaking, they enfold 
the heart and are supremely sensitive to the heart’s frequencies. 
 
It is through the practice of the six heart virtues that the Presence is invoked, in part. This 
invocation or Practicing the Presence… it’s not an exact formula. It never is. Some of the 
Ascended Masters use specific techniques or decrees, but those within Lyricus, we prefer to 
only offer the paradigm and let the individual co-create with their own Presence the optimal 
way to invoke its governing intelligence into their life. 
 
36:42 Mark: I’m just curious James, why do you call it the Wholeness Paradigm? 
 
36:51 James: Well, and this is very important, so please listen carefully; because the local 
multiverse and Quantum Presence are the core elements of understanding that the individual 
requires. These are the activating elements of the paradigm. With this understanding of your 
Presence, and its local multiverse, you can navigate to wholeness, you really don’t require any 
other teaching or teacher, provided, of course, you’re resourceful, and patient, and persistent, 
and act upon the guidance of your heart and your Presence. 
 
37:32 Within the heart of the individual—prior to their activation or awakening—lives a 
fragment of First Source, but only sufficient in energy to enable the life, or entry into the 
schoolroom of the human domain. It is not, in itself, powerful enough to propel it instantly into 
the state of Wholeness. This, this can only be done in steps and each of these steps is the 
beckoning from the human self to the Presence that surrounds and envelops it. The human 
heart reaches out to the Quantum Presence and in each effort of calling, invoking, appreciating, 
summoning, believing, praying, loving—its energy is strengthened, its bond with the Presence 
becomes clearer, its vision is more encompassing. It allows Presence to be the governing 
intelligence that pervades the local multiverse and then you are sovereign… then you are 
limitless within your local multiverse… and you see the Presence in others even when they 
cannot. (Silence.) 
 
38:44 Mark: I find myself very light-headed… mesmerized might be another way to say it… 
Yeah, I want that. What you were just saying, that’s what I want. So, what you just described, 
you know, that’s what I think people want. 
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39:04 James: Then play with the Wholeness Paradigm. Play with this paradigm and breathe it 
into your life. Take the thousand steps of loving and appreciating your Quantum Presence. 
There are no shortcuts because preparations must be made for the merging of your human self 
with your Quantum Presence. They exist in different frequencies and to mesh these frequencies 
is not something you want to do too quickly, so be kind to yourself and others, and have grace 
and patience. Each morning as you arise to enter the schoolroom of your human self, invite 
your Presence to accompany you in all of the geometries of your life… even the mundane and 
ordinary passages. 
 
39:52 Feel this bond between your human self and your Quantum Presence as a partnership 
ordained by First Source, and enabled by your most powerful aspirations as an immortal 
being—the aspirations that you are afraid to even imagine for they seem too unlike you—too 
extraordinary for any human to believe. And yet here you are, even now, leaning forward with 
your divine ears, knowing that what I say is indeed your truth. This is resonance. This is how you 
are guided. How you navigate the local multiverse that is your schoolroom. 
 
40:39 Mark: Thank you, James, I don’t know exactly why, but of all the things you’ve said today, 
that one really hit home. I can feel… I can feel something shifted inside me just hearing these 
words. But, I guess it’s the sense of confidence that lacks in me, and probably most people for 
that matter, that all of this is real. You know… much of what you just said, I know it’s in the 
WingMakers philosophy section, which I’ve read over the years [nearly ten years ago], but I 
don’t think I moved the intellectual comprehension into this heart understanding. 
 
41:16 James: And that is key, Mark, to hold the understanding in all parts of you, not just your 
head. 
 
41:23 Mark: You’re talking about the 4200 cubic feet thing? 
 
41:26 James: To some extent, but this confidence is really harmony. There’s a harmony of 
understanding, where the local multiverse is harmonious because knowledge and 
understanding flow with ease and the individual feels that they have access to every insight or 
solution they require. That whenever a problem arises, a solution arises hand-in-hand. 
Whenever a bad mood budges in, you can dispel it with ease. Whenever a doubt of your 
Presence arises, you have the power to dismiss it. 
 
42:02 A common way people lose their harmony, and by association, their confidence, is 
through judgment—of oneself and others. And what is the antidote of judgment? It is blessing. 
Next time you’re around a person or a group of people and you find yourself going into 
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judgment, shift your emotions to blessing them. Feel your Presence—your 4200 cubic feet of 
Presence reach into their Local multiverse and overlap in common interest, and that common 
interest is to exchange blessings as divine beings. 
 
42:41 This is but one example of how you can transform the discord of doubt to the confidence 
of harmony. When you hold blessings and project them from your heart center they expand 
from your local multiverse without limit. I realize this seems impossible that one individual can 
radiate blessings from their heart and affect another person thousands of miles away, but our 
Quantum Presence is not limited to our human domain and the laws that our human self is 
subject to, including the laws of time and space. 
 
43:17 The human self consists of 3 cubic feet and the Presence is 4200 cubic feet. But as I 
alluded to earlier, the Presence is connected to its Source through the umbilical cord of Spirit or 
Source Intelligence and it’s from this connective thread that the local multiverse is truly infinite, 
overlapping all others, and this is what’s meant by Wholeness. 
 
Pause. 
44:01 Our Quantum Presence is what navigates our human self to the understanding of 
Personal Wholeness, but this desire is only an echo of the real motivation—to realize Universal 
Wholeness while preserving our individuality. 
 
44:18 Mark: James, I know we’re running low on time, so I wanted to do a quick time check… 
We’ll need to get you to the airport in about 40 minutes, and we’re about 20 minutes away, so, 
do you want to stop now or continue for a few more minutes? 
 
44:36 James: Let me add one thing and then we can go, Mark. 
 
44:41 Mark: Oh, and I have one more question if you’re open to it? 
 
James: Go ahead… One of the things I’ve always felt a certain difficulty in stitching together, is 
the dark side of reality. The, you know, the Animus, the secret government operations, 
Incunabula or Illuminati (and however you want to call it), and all these densities of the third 
dimension. I assume this is part of the Wholeness Paradigm as well. In light of the planetary 
shift, what advice do you have for those of us who are flooded with negative news lately? 
 
45:12 James: Well… as I said earlier, this is a literate culture where words rule the day. The 
language of the mind is words. The language of the heart is feelings. But the language of our 
Presence is behaviors or activity. If you stay in the intelligence of your Presence, by giving it 
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your attention, then the things that come within your local multiverse that have a lower 
density, they will have minimal effect, as you can—from the empowerment of your Quantum 
Presence—transform them with ease. 
 
45:49 It is not so much about dissolving discord or eliminating it, it is more about transforming 
the lower densities through the activity of the Presence, and you may or may not be conscious, 
at the human level, what your Presence does to transform these lower densities, but when you 
summon your Quantum Presence to transform densities, you are activating its governing 
intelligence, as though you were switching on a light. 
Then… then you step out of the way and you allow your Presence to bring you the technique, 
the thought form, the action, the new behavior to transform the lower density. 
 
46:33 Mark: Yeah, but again, we’re talking about faith or belief. The Presence doesn’t manifest 
for our eyes to see… like a column of light and transform the negativity in our life… we have to 
have faith that it will, and this is the problem most of us have, James. 
 
Everything is invisible. Everything that’s spiritual is invisible, and unfortunately, everything that 
is negative is right in our face, solid, visceral, potent, and… and quite magnetic, I might say, in 
its influence. 
 
47:13 James: I understand your perspective, but to worry about the negative is to fret about 
words and feelings that are not part of the activity of your Presence. They’re unaligned. So I 
would ask you: Do you want to be influenced by your three cubic foot human self or the 4200 
cubic foot Presence that lives within the Infinite? 
 
47:34 I’m aware of the doomsday prophecies and to some extent, yes, they’re accurate. There’s 
a looming global financial crisis and natural disasters that will impinge on a good part of our 
human population. But we have to remind ourselves that our human self is on a living planet 
that is part of a living solar system that is part of a living galaxy, and all of these elements are 
moving together through time and space. And as we do so, we encounter new frequencies and 
dimensions—we are not on a treadmill. This is part of our journey and we can’t control it no 
matter how hard we may try, because we’re part of a destiny much larger than ourselves as 
individuals. 
  
48:25 Notwithstanding that larger reality, what we can control, are our behaviors and which 
intelligence we consciously align to: the intelligence of our Quantum Presence, or the intellect 
of our human self? Are our behaviors motivated by the transient desires of our human nature, 
or do they arise from our Quantum Presence as an outgrowth of our love for our Creator and 
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one another? Each time a person aligns to their Presence, they signal an alignment to love, an 
alignment to First Source, and an alignment to all 
creaturehood. 
 
49:07 While this may not manifest in the physical spectrum of phenomena—a density for the 
benefit of your eye-brain, I might add; it manifests in your sense of coherence, your sense of 
out-flowing love, your sense of multidimensional relationships, your sense of guidance, your 
sense of resilience in the face of discord, your sense of connection to others. So tell me, Mark, 
are these states of being less or more compelling than those negative, visceral manifestations 
you mentioned? 
 
49:45 Mark: (Chuckling.) I think I’ll just remain silent and let you have the last word, James. But 
I do know we need to get you to the airport… 
 
49:52 James: I have several parting comments, and given the amount of time remaining I’ll do 
my best to be concise, Mark. 
 
We’ve talked about the Quantum Presence and its role as the hub of the Wholeness Paradigm. 
I’ve mentioned that the Presence is the governing intelligence of your local multiverse. I’ve 
spoken of the importance in seeking to activate the communication between our human self 
and Quantum Presence. And now I want to say that there is more than simply activating and 
understanding the Wholeness Paradigm, there is also the 
ongoing evolution and preparation of the local multiverse through the Quantum Presence, and 
this requires self-discipline or self-management. 
 
50:39 When you summon your Quantum Presence to direct your local multiverse, you are 
activating its power into your human life, and this power is very potent. Its potency requires 
that you bring balance to your life; that you operate in harmony. If you do not, the power of 
your Quantum Presence can intensify your imbalance or disharmony. I say this not as a warning 
so much as a point of clarity. If your human self operates in a sober clarity with balance, 
managing its emotional and mental bodies with ease and balance, then the power issued from 
your Quantum Presence can radiate from you and have profound effect not only in your own 
multiverse, but others as well. 
 
51:29 If you call on this power, but then proceed to conduct your life in emotional disorder, or 
give your attentions to the transient pleasures of life, according to your intellect, or ego, then 
you may intensify your disorder, or your desire for the material aspects of life. When this 
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occurs, your Quantum Presence withdraws. The flow is constricted as if a tourniquet is applied 
to your spiritual nature and the circulation of the higher frequencies is diminished. 
 
52:04 My point is that if you practice the Presence, you must be vigilant to also practice 
harmony in your feeling world and attunement in your mental domains. The governing 
intelligence of your Quantum Presence requires behavioral intelligence in your human self. It’s 
the only way to secure the full empowerments of your spiritual nature. For those wanting 
shortcuts or an easy pathway to enlightenment—you won’t find it here, and in my experience, 
you won’t find it anywhere. Despite what you might hope for, the quick and easy pathways 
leads to the astral domain of the phenomenalistic, and to those serious students, it’s simply 
another detour leading away from sovereignty and freedom. 
 
52:59 Pause. 
 
53:13 The darkness that embraces our planet is the accumulation of human discord. Densities 
upon densities upon densities have settled upon the human domain like sediment on the ocean 
floor. When it is stirred up, the light is obscured. The layers of greed, war, jealousy, anger, 
misunderstanding, racism, fear, and hatred they have all interleaved and created this darkness. 
For some it is normal. For those who are awakened, it is repugnant, and many of you I know are 
tired—tired of waiting for the promised changes, for the shift to a love-dominated world where 
people of all colors, creeds, and beliefs can live in harmony and co-creation. 
 
54:06 The components of darkness are entities unto themselves. So there is an entity of War, 
an entity of Greed, and so forth, but these entities are becoming, every day, a little weaker, less 
potent. And what is getting stronger is the collective consciousness of humanity. There will 
come a time when the collective intelligence of humanity subdues the entities of War, Greed, 
Racism, and Fear and essentially evicts them from the planet. 
 
54:44 It may not happen as quickly as some would like, but this is the path we are committed 
to. If you feel fatigue and impatience, invoke your Quantum Presence to uplift you and provide 
you with resilience and determination. You are empowered beings. You are able to do 
miraculous things, even amid a small amount of doubt, but do your best to release your doubts 
and limitations. The human imagination is equally effective in arguing for its limitations, as it is 
in envisioning its freedoms and powers. 
 
55:23 If there is one last comment I would make, it would be to contemplate the Wholeness 
Paradigm. I haven’t defined it completely because you are the artisans of that endeavor. I’ve 
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provided some clues and a modest framework, but the visualization is a key element of this 
paradigm. Activating your imaginative powers is the muscle of the paradigm. 
 
55:52 Surround yourself with music, and art, and culture, and loving relationships. Bring these 
into your local multiverse and let them inspire your imaginative powers. I would encourage you 
to participate in the EventTemples when they are launched. There will be seven temples in 
total, and these will be released over the next four years. If you can participate in the 
EventTemples, it will help you exercise your Quantum Presence, because you will be part of a 
quantum community who collectively is radiating love and compassion to those in need. 
 
56:27 Mark, it’s been a wonderful time with you. Thanks for all of your patience in letting me 
wind my way through your questions. Your attentiveness and patience is greatly appreciated. 
 
56:40 Mark: Thank you, James. On behalf of all those listening, we’re really grateful for your 
willingness to make this information available. Your words are inspiring and very practical as 
well, I think. 
 
 
 

This completes the full interview. A newer interview was done in April 2013, 
and that is also available on the WingMakers.com website in the Creator 
section.  


